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Cultivate, Cultivate, and Then Some.
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What Optical Efficiency Means.
It

mean « glasses properly made and titled to
relieve all forms of aye strata. Our glassei are
'«a. ie rtjtu and lilted
rig't. Our skill and ex·
l>e*1eu«-e 1» your guarantee.
CONSULT ME.
COME MERE.
OPTOMETRIST.

PARMENTER, Optician,
Norway, Maine.

A. O. LORD,
15 years expert Watchmaker with Bigelow,
Kennard 4.Co., Boston.
All Work

Guaranteed.

QE.11S,

A little out of the way
but it pays to *alk.

Yes, why don't they?
try.
Mister farmer, are you doing any or
under
the
to
all of these things
your
boy
Ten Dairy Commandments.
roof? While all of these things did not
occur to the writer, some of tbem did
(1) Thou shalt call each cow by
and the other things happened to other name, in a gentle and loving manner,
boys we knew. Also some things not fur the boss will not hold him guiltless
that taketb her name in vain.
mentioned just as disagreeable.
(2) Remember the Sabbath day, and
Country boys are often attracted to
the city by its lights, gaiety, and ac do only such work asseemeth necessary.
(3) Six days shalt thou labor and do
tivity, simply because they have never

had called to their notice the more or all thy chores, but the sevouth day is
less foal atmosphere, the fierce com- Sunday, and the cleaning of the stables
should be
petition, the pushing aside, the poverty, and all unnecessary work
the political graft and many other un- dropped, so that thy son and thy daughdesirable things of a big city, and to a ter, tby man servant and thy maid-servant may attend ohurch.
less extent in smaller places.
(4) Honor and respect the Kingly
Twenty years ai(o nearly, the writer
of these lines left the farm. Yes, ran Sire, that thy days may be long upon
away from one place, stayed a short time the land which the Lord thy Goagivetb
at another farm; fouud things there no thee.
better, only different, then turned bis
(5) Thou sbalt not swear.
attention to the city.
Finally became an
(β) Thou shalt not scold.
(7) Thou shalt not curry the cattle
expert mechanic, making as high a*
$4 t>"> in a day. Mow, after those years wiili the milking stool.
our physician directs and recommends
(8) Thou shalt look we'l to the com
us to get out into the country for its fort of thy cattle.
fresh air and sunshine.
(9) Thou sbalt not bear false witness
Although a mechanic may get good against tby neighbor's herd, for verily it
the periods of enforc- beapeth coals of tire on thine own head.
wages in the city,
(10) Covet not thy neighbor's herd,
ed idleness from slack business and
other causes take away the surplus for verily thou hast made thy selection
times. Thes»· and verily thou shalt prosper if thou
money earned during rush
conditions are not conducive to the stay by tby choice.—Ex.
of
health of the worker, to say nothing
its depressing moral effect.
Sometimes folks get a good many Irons
and exin :be fire at the same time in spite of
Speaking from observation that
the
writer believes
the
themselves. Jobs come thick and fast,
perience,
exceeds some
average income of the farmer
days. The best way to do, then,
that of the majority of mechanics.—F is to keep calm and go straight ahead,—
Farmer.
Κ Holbert in Maine
doing all the little things that lie in one
part of the farm when you are in that
locality, and then go on to something
Mast the horse go? Is tbe anxlooi
what you have on hand.
Farmer. To bt else. Finish
query of the Illinois
out right to the man
the bet Time brings all
sure he mast go, and the faster
who work· this way.—Farm Journal.
Who wants a horse that does not
ter.
tbt
go? In these automobile speed days wt
Keep your hens from straying over on
faster the horse can go the better
land of your neighbor. Be particnlai
like him, and soon nobody will be satis- the
If be has any crop growing
fied with lesa than a two-minute clip.- about this

WATCHES. CLOCKS
AND JEWELBV.
Wtu» Dr. Parineater,
Norway, Maine.
Varm Journal.

there.

«

Catalogue of Old Oxford
Normal Institute.

COncerninK ««rlculture

t0 them in regard
obaoxioaa
warranted.
\;; toy beet work
Keeping Boys on the Farm.
Mr
wbea
Ch*pm»n eP°ke up and with
( By one who left U.)
toe wisdom of a sage said, "Did it ever
P. JONES,
Be sure and always talk "bard times" occur ,ο
j ^
even if yon are making at· much as you
cure for most of the evils that farmers
Dentist,
If oats, hay, poever did on the farm.
witb? Show me afield
some other crops did well,
MAINE.
tatoes
aud
»
w,tb wt>i'e weed or wr
>KWAT,
°ΓΓ
Don't fail
kick
coru crop.
about
tbe
8bow you a fie,d that ''as
■1 on W—8 Ό 12—1 to 4.
to draw comparisons between the grand oot h
been half cultivated, and when you
salary of perhaps #18.00 a week being
of co'n <"
» SMITH,
made by some mechanic you may hapgnW8 18 more Promipen to know, and the income of a far- nent than .?
the crop I will show you a
Attorney at Law,
Of course mechanics never have
mer.
where tbe ground was not half
MAINE.
v, tWAY,
aud draw full pay the year
prepared for the seed, tor had it been
Collections a Specialty. any lay-off
k.
round.
properly and thoroughly cultivated the
Be sure to get the growing boys up
itch grass would have been ho thori.lt Κ A PARK.
I
early in the morning. Tou need not get
that the crop would
as
early yourself.
up
have got a start of the witch grass
Attorneys at Law,
Have the boys feed the calves and rather than the reverse
In a dry seaHAINE.
ST H EL,
pigs and never tLink of helping them at son when you find the crops drying up
RUers C. Park
Ε. Herrlck.
not
do
other
you
disagreeable job
any
and withering you will surely find that
like to do yourself.
the thorough cultivation of that field
V W ROUNDS,
Keep the boys busy all tbe time. before the crop was planted and since,
Play-spells are a useless waste of valu- has been neglected, and it is equally true
able time.
Dentist
that lack of cultivation often causes a
Never allow them to go fishing or I
of a luck of fertility every time
charge
me.
NORWAY,
ivwat Block,
tramp the woods with a Run for they
Crop haa boen ra'^d
of
'21 If j might in that way learn something
on λ
waeo,t much more than
ii-r»—S to li—1 to 5.
When
the joys of country life.
you •«iff
'f the CUkiVatur wa8 onl*
drive to town, don't ever take the boy
kept
did
if
it
for
he
you
might enjoy
along
We were more than please,1 to hear
Boys have no great political ideas to *r. Chapman so pronouuced on tbe
tbe
at
ou
such
village question of the value of fertility, for to
trips
dispeuse
Main St., Norway, Me.
blacksmith shop.
ie Riven altogether
Should there happen to he a picnic too little subJ0Ct.
attention. A few years ago a
near your
neighborhood, plan some man would breakup a piece of rough sod
work at that time that requires their
11 a few ''ωββ with a spike
help. Tbe boys would appreciate this m
al1 road* 'or a
as they seldom care for country picnics.
that 80,1 ,and wil1 first be
When you find it uecessary to get the rolled down hard, then a disc is put on
bov a new suit of clothes get a suit four and run the same
way as the furrow many
for him, telling
or five sizes too large
mes, and then oftentimes a smoothing
Lead him that as he is growing, the suit will
m!s of Pipe
on βνβ°if th®fie,d ·■b°
soon rit him.
This will please the boy
and Iron.
planted to potatoes, so as to secure not
have
clothes
to
like
as they
usually
•dIj a splendid seed bed but just as near
pretty well worn out before they get is possible a perfectly level surface. It is
Telephone 134-11.
to
Be
sure
tbem.
near
fitting
anywhere
true that a whole lot of people have but
get cheaper clothes for the boys than
value of a level surface,
? ,d0a of the
J. WALDO
don't
know
for
for
boys
yourself
you get
Now that main p.anting or sowing.
the difference anyway; besides most of chines are in use for
planting a
tbem would spoil a good suit quicker
almo8t an abso,u'e
than a cheap one. Bnys take no pride iu
be8t reSU,te are to be
n
their clothes as a rule. If you tell yourC0Ur8e 6Very °ne UD,,erself this often enough you will believe St
^ple Street, rear Masonic Block,
t°d'* th« POtaMe.
it.
bv
y machinery they must be planted by
NORWAY.
-ιοηβ Oonnection.
Τ
When the b«>y needs h hair-cut wait
machinery to bring about uniformity in
till the village boys he^iu to poko fun at the
depth ihat the seed is dropped, and
of
him by calling him a girl on account
this uniformity even with a planter, canto
his long hair. This is real pleasant
not be obtained unless there is a unithe boy.
formity of surface to work on.
to
tools
haven't
When
enough
you
h®re a*ain comes in the need of
fΤ THE GREENHOUSE.
uses
the
that
all
see
boy
hands,
supply
cultivation. Mr. Chapman says that h·
OSTER ST., SOUTH PARIS,
tbe fork or hoe with the broken handle.
tbat tljero is not one
farmers that cultivate
E.
CROCKETT, FLORIST. It's another waste to let the boy use liaJfof
g
« 1,1
good tools.
one half as much as they
heir fields
Hf
If you have idle horses in the stable should to
get the beet results. If this
one
at
drive
to
the
allow
□ever
any 'strueiU* well worth the attention of
boy
and
PI
time.
Be sure to tell him that he is not hose who are
get the best
striving to *
to be trusted with a horse.
results for their efforts
in
short
of
are
When
baying
help
you
Some of our readers will probably re\;cnt for MAUEE RANGES.
time, keep the boys pitching hay with member the anecdote we told not long
127-12.
Τ elephone
the men. Overworking growing boys since where the Hon. John L.Stevens
for a few days would do them no par- took a committeeman away ud in the
ticular harm.
■.d
NORWAY. MAINE.
If the boy happens to own a pet calf,
,n b'8 ear, not once
a hen or two or something of value, sell
but twice and thrice the one word »orit with other things at your regular sellthis
orgaoize."
No
ing time and keep all the money.
was to give the committee man an adesome
from
if
it
was
a
matter
present
quate „iea of what Mr. Stevens considerKit- « liait Fare $1.X1 one wtjr.
relative or eveu if he earned it himself. ed the
great essential thing in order to
>J (Ml round trip.
what
for
the
the
same,
money just
Keep
succeed in the pending campaign.
i»AY STATE and Steamer do boys need money for anyway? Β >ys
In precisely the same spirit we would
FL'LLER leave Franklin soon foiget such acts and they tend to admonish the wouldbe successful farR.VNsnv
Wharf. Ρ
land, week days at 7 «». create a fondness for farm life.
mers young and old, throughout this
ρ m.,
Never ask his advice or opinions as to
a, Sunday
land of ours to cultivate, cultivate
good
would
crops or crop mauagemeut as he
I «.otxa.x-xa.lxas
cultivate, and then cultivate eome more
and
his
uot appreciate the compliment,
and they won't half do what it would
J.eare
nion Wharf, Boston, week ideas would be of no practical value.
pay thorn to do had they the time—
either
days au m ndays at 7 P. m.
the
allow
Don't
boys—or girls
Turf, Farm and Home.
tickets on sale at principal for that matter—to visit other young
in
the
railroa
ations.
Argue
neighborhood.
people
The Dairy Industry.
that when they are away you are afraid
Kre
ratew as low as other lines.
that they will get into mischief; also
According to the laet year book of the
M SCO MB, General Agent,
of Department of Agriculture, there are
argue that you do not want a lot
Portland, Me.
young folks iu the house for they always 21,720,000 milch cows in the United
make so much noise.
State», and these are worth $702,945,Don't fail to remind him occasionally iHJU.00. The magnitude of the industry
that he does not do enough work to earu can perhaps be best understood when it is
bis salt. He may have his own ideas •Oiinidored that these cows produce yearabout that but no matter.
ly about 11,000,000,000 00 worth of dairy
In summer, put in long hours of labor product».
J *elerand Graduate
in the tield ami then do the chores after
There is no other branch of diversified
sundown so that by the time they are agriculture so important to the progress
done it will be time to go to bed. Iu of a community. The fertility of the
this way there is no time for foolish soil can best be maintained by the liberal
r« creation.
use of barnyard manure and the dairy
Make no provision for entertainment herd not only makes this possible, but
winter
or instruction to occupy the long
dairying is also more remunerative than
other branches of farming when properevenings.
Don't keep id toucn witu your agri- ly carried on.
nor
cultural experiiueut stations,
buy
Dairying has made wonderful progress
MAINE.
any books on fanu topics as none of since the advent of the modern creamery
them are any good anyhow. If anybody and the consumer of butter has not only
suggests that you subscribe for a good beon benefitted by beiug furnished a
fat m paper and a poultry publication, mure wholesome and palatable article of
just kick about the expense and say thai food, but the wife in the farm home bas
the county paper you now take ought to been relieved of the drudgery incident
be enough. Should any of the family to making butter on the farm. Where
s
suggest any of the better class rnaga formerly the cream was ripened and
ι» jtjicklv .îbiorbed.
ζ ties, turn your wiath loose.
churned into butter under conditions
Gi ti Relief at Once.
When you use the grindstone and the out conducive to tine quality in the
Ι", κ
to
bear
sure
**.·», soothes,
tinished product and in the majority of
boy is turning it for you, be
h·*
uud protects
on well.
Perhaps his back is stronger cases by unskilled hands, now the most
tbo
mem(ban yours was when a boy. Never oil of the milk or cream is delivered to a
bra.
^ultiûj» from
the bearings of the grindstone for that modern creamery where conditions are
C'aα and drives
might make it turn easier. Well, the suited to the purpose of making butter,
«•■ν*
Cold in the
and the result has been a wonderful imboy needs the exercise anyway.
Ufa' nui-klr. KeAlso remind him at meals that be eats provement in the quality of our dairy
«lor·
'lis Stride of
more than a man.
products. As the quality has improved
i s ι»· It. Full sise 50 et*., at Drugincreased and the
Don't provide auy kind of music or cousumption has
-'»
cents,
mail.
Iu
75
£
y
liquid form,
other attractive things for the home as progress of dairying has been remarklorn.
New
W^rnju
ily i>.v.:it-ri,5ô
Struet,
such things are too expensive.
able during the past decade.
The perpetuity of the country's greatThe parlor should be kept closed so
have
that
ness depends
it will smell musty. Those
upon increasing the pro11. U. ( II
funfor
tbem
duction of farm products from year to
only
parlors should keep
erals and the like.
year, a result which not only furnishes
Don't provide the boy's room with any our people with food but maintains the
comfortable chairs or useless pictures prosperity of our farming communities.
and books.
Increase in production can only come
of
I «·
any
-r.'.sh DOOHS and WINDOWS
If the boy should be ambitious enough through improved methods of agricul»U« υ. Hy.a at reasonable prices.
When it is
to want a better education than that ture and soil improvement.
afforded by the district school, just considered that the dairy cow is the
growl at the idea and say that farmers foundation for soil improvement and
don't need bigb-toned educations to farming prosperity, her importance is
1? > want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi
show them how to milk a cow. Perhaps best understood, and interest in her
Out·' < wtirk, send In your orders. Pine Lum
that line of argument is convincing—to should not be confined to her owner.
txr as. 'hinnlea on hand Cheap for Cash.
She is an important factor in the deyou.
Why don't the boys stay on the farm? velopment and prosperity of our counu rn

Students of Sixty Years Ago.

A

List

of

Those

Who

Attended

This School in Early Days.
One of the institutions which has behistoric in South Paris was the old
Oxford Normal Institute. In the day·
of an educational system with little organization as compared with that of today, this school attracted a large number of students, and the wonder of those
who hear and read of it now Is where all
the classes and the students found accommodations in the village of South
Paris as it then existed.
The first principal of the school, Mr.
Hinds, while he seems to have been a
man of peculiarities, at least bad a personality so distinct that to his students
lie stands out as one of the conspicuous
figures in their recollections.
One of the students of the old Institute, R«*v. Henry 0. Thayer of New
York, has done a valuable historical
service in preparing a volume, partly in
manuscript, relative to the early history
of the school, which he placed in the
public library a year or two since. This
volume contains the early catalogues of
the school, copies of the Estbetica, a
paper published for a short time, and
quite an amount of manuscript matter
by Mr. Thayer, relative to the school
and the character and services of Mr.
Hinds.
The Democrat has recently received
from Mies P. N. Andrews of Paris Hill
copies of several issues of the Esthetlca,
and by having it in that convenient form,
is enabled to present the llat of teachers
and students given below, which will he
of considerable general interest. This
list is published in Vol. 1, No. 1, of the
Esthetica, under date of May 1, 1850,
and is as stated a catalogue for the year
then ending. The lapse of time since
that date is sixty years, practically two
generations. Only about half a dozin
of those named are now llviDg and residents in Paris, and only a few elsewhere.
come

Second Annual Catalogue of the Officers
and Students of the Oxford Normal
Institute for the year ending
May, 1850.
Faculty of instruction and Govebnmknt.

SUMMER AND FALL SESSIONS.
E. P. HINDS,
Instructor in Mathematics,
Mental Science, Ac.

Principal, and

AARON YOUNG, Jr.,
Instructor in Natural Science.
IIORATIO D. TORRET,
Assistant.
BYRON COY,
Teacher of Penmanship.

Charte· I). Caldwell, South Parle.
George L. Cooper, Pari·.
Charte· H. Clifford, Sooth Pari·.

=000

Among the Apple Trees

R. 8. Cooled ge, Canton.
Charte· F. Durrell, Oxford.
Jonathan Kaatman, Chatham, Ν. H.
James L. Fuller, Manchester, Ν. H.

Howard C. Freeman, Windham.
Dana D. Farnham, Pari·.
Henry Fobe·, Sooth Parte.
Bobert W. Gray, Parte.
Kdward A. Gallleon, Sooth Parte.
Daniel T. Gallteon, South Parte.
David 8. GroM, New Gloooeater.
Charle· S. Grose, New Gloucester.
Frederick A. Hatch, Bangor.
George F. Hitching*, Anaover, Mas·.
J. G. Hunt, Albany.
Sullvan B. Hutchlna, Bethel.
▲maaa R. Heald, Sumner.
Lewie G. Heraey, Sumner.

Gregory

Fre<l. H. Holme·, South Parle.

GEORGE A. PERKINS,
and Instructor in the Languages, Mental Sciences, Ac.
ALVAH BLACK,
Instructor in Mathematics.

CHARLES E. BRADFORD,
HORATIO D. TORREY,
Assistants in the Languages and
Mathematics.

AARON YOUNG, Jb ,
Instructor in Natural Science.

Wm. E. Simmons, South Paris.
D. B. Sll-by, Aurora.
George H. stowell, South Parte.
Wm.H. H.Stowell,South Parte.
Leonard Turner, Turner.
John F. Η. M. Turn.-r, Buck Held.
Horatio D. Torrey, Western, Mass.
Ilenry Ο That er, South Paris.
Thomas S. Walker, South Paris.
Nathaniel H. Walker, Jr., South Paris.
Alden B. Wadsworth, Η Irani.
Peleg Wadsworth, Jr, Hiram.
Joseph Walker, Jr., South Paris.
Wlllard H. Woodburv. South Paris.
Francis Wlnslow, Windham.
Henry B. Walton, Franklin.
Henry F. Wardwell, Albany.
Alfred A. Wight. Otlefleld.
George Ε Woodbury, South Paris.
J. B. Woodbury, South Paris.
Gentlemen, 140.
Whole number, 234Aggregate for all the terms, 309.

•Expelled.

MISS MINERVA HAWKINS,
Teacher of the Primary Department.
MISS EUGENIA B. KEITH,

Teacher of Music on the Piano Forte.

FRANCIS H. SKILLINGS,
Teacher of Drawing.
LADIES.

Isabella A. Amlrows, Parle.
Rebecca Barker, Oxford.
Cynthia 8. Buck. BuckQeld.
Esther R. Barbour, South Parle.
Sophia C. Burbank, South Parle.
Martha G. Cole, Purls.
Laura J. Chase, South Parle.
Κ lien M. Colby, South Parle.
Mary II. Charlce, Fryeburg.
Jane A. Crawford, Oakham, Mane.
Betsey J. Cummlnge. South Parle.
Sueau A. Caldwell, South Parle.
Frances E. Clark, South Parle.
Sarah K. P.Charlee, Fryeburg.
Martha M. Clark, South Parle.
Rhoda J. Clark, South Parle.
Haarlet K. Cummlnge, South Parle.
Mary K. ('ummlngs, Parle.
Jaue CuBhmao, Woodstock.
Ann Cushman, Woodstock.
Elvelcna Dunham, Htbrou.
Mary K. Dlngley, Lewleton.
Geneva Peering, South Parle.
Mary S. Dennett, South Parle.
Ellen S. Forbes, Cheater, Vt.
Emllv A. Goodenow, Parle.
Joecphlne L. Gallleon, South Parla.
Almeda S. Mersey, South Parle.
Charlotte E. Hall, South Parle.
Minerva Hawkins, Oxford.
Angclla llayee, Oxford.
Kllzabeth Ο Hale, Brldgton.
Flora K. Harlow, Boston, Maee.
Urania W. Hill, South Parte.
Kilza *nn Hyde, South Parte.
Elizabeth H. Holmee, South Parle.
Sarah .I. Holmee, South Parte.
Augusta P. Hall, South Parle.
Frances A. Hammond, Parle.
Abba Hooper, Pa: Is.
Jane A. Jewett, Cornish.
Sarah E. .Ionian, South Parle.
Mary E. Knight, South Parte.
Loulea A. Knight, South Parle.
Eliza J. Knight, South Parle.
Evlllna H. Knight, South Parle.
Eugenia B. Keith, Oxford.
Mary H. Lord, Oxford.
Cynthia H. Lelghton, Falmouth.
Abby D. w. Marble, Poland.
Sarah P. Mitchell, South Parle.
Hatrlct E. Merrill, Gray.
Sarah K. Morse, South Parle.
Francee E. Morton, South Parle.
Mary E. Morton, South Parte.
Sarah A. Merrill, South Parle.
Elizabeth W. Mitchell, South Parla.
Hannah E. Maxim, Parle.
Isadore M. Newhall, South Parle.
Jennet'e A. Perry, South Parte.
Martha E. Per ham, Woodstock.
Isabella Partridge, Parle.
Ardella H. Prince, Buokfleld.
Jane P. Ranking, lllram.
Mary Ranking, lllram.

Sarah J. Rust, Gorham.
Abby F. Shurtlrff, South Parle.
Abby T. Steven», South Parle.
Mary Ann Stlckney, Brown Held.
Luclnda A. Stlckney, Norway.
Clara Smith, Denmark.
Cyntha A. Swift, South Parle.
Sarah H. Stowell, Sooth Parle.
Catherine N. Stowell, South Parie.

Eliza Stowell. South Parle.
Maria Stowell, South Parte.
Sarah P. Skllllnge, ."outh Parle.
Maria Sfirtevant. South Parte.
Annette R. Stowell, South Parle.
Adeline Q. Stowell, South Parle.
Mary Tucker, South Parle.
Maria E. J. Thayer, South Parle.
Almlra Thayer, Norway.
Julia M. Tha\er, Parle.
Angellne Thayer, Parle.
Clara E. Walker, South Parte.
Loulea D. Wadeworth, Hiram.
Elnora C. Wlleon, Falmouth.
Georgtanna G. White, Charleetown, Mae·.
Harriet M. Woodbury, South Parle.
Emma R. Woodbury, South Parle.
Irene Yate·, South Parle.
Preecllla F. Tales. South Parte.
Number of ladlee, 94.

Joseph

OKNTLMBK.
Anderson, South Part·.

Albert G. Barbour, South Parte.
Charlee E. Bradford, Turner.
Auguettne Burbank, South Parle.
Franklin M. Burbank, South Parle.
Warren Burbank, South Parte.
George Bryant, Oxford.
Horace M. Holster, Parte.
Albert E. Blake, South Parle.
Auguetue L. Blako, S <utb Parte.
Daniel S. Brett, South Parle.
George Burbank, South Parle.
Bbenczer Bean, Conway, N. 9.
Wm. M. Brooke, Woodetock.
Hiram W. Brlggs, Llvermora.

Samuel Brett, South Pails.
Charlce H. Burbank, South Paris.
Charlee H. Bean, Brownfleld.
Thomas Baker, Oxford.
Calvin W. Brown, Albany.
Lorento Buck, Buckfleld.
Solon H. Krekett, Mlnot.
Edmond Ε. Barker. Stoneham.
Jonathan Bryant, Sooth Parte.
Stephen E. Clark, Woodstock.
Uriah J. Colby, South Parte.
Wm. W. Colby, Sooth Paris,

Teach the Birds.
As few people who owu parrots really kuow bow to carv for ibeui, a few
good rules may be of Interest.
Ah to their food, it should be seedsmil
eanary. hemp (but uot loo mucin,
let. boiled maize, linseed, rape and tbe
Bread soaked lu but water is
like.
tiood, given twice a day. and fruit Id
moderation and in variety is wholesuch as grapes, apples and
some,
lei
pears, an occasional raisin aud
luce.
(îray parrots are very fond of rice
itnd almost all parrots appreciate rice
pudding and bave a taste, tuo. fot
Meat is bad fot
bread aud butter.
Clean,

them.

given them

to

wood ehould be
gnaw—bits of elm. birch,
fresb

larch and chestnut. Fresh dry gravel
must be sprinkled at the bottom ol
the cage every day aud fresb water
be put in tbe glass
It is Important that parrots should
bave the op|>ortun!ty to stand flat foot
the
ed. so If the cage bas wires at
A1
bottom It is well to remove them
s
ways to have his claws clasping
round perch is Injurious to any bird,
and two perches of different size are
advisable, so that be may change bis

to the book seat and helped Gladys ud
In front.
"Now for a spin!" he cried as he
seated himself beside her and pulled
back the starting lever. The machine
bounded forward. Gladys clung to the
seat, her eyes shining with the exhilaration of the swift motion.
"Isn't It glorious?" Ilarokl cried as
lie increased the speed to a still faster

train of thought, though by no means
have got an automobile."
The car was close upon them by this comparable In speed to a fast mail,
Harold brought it to α stop had all the ponderous Inertia of a don·
time.
with a Jerk and leaped lightly to the I b!e headed time freight.
By the time he had finished milking
He lifted his hat as he adground
to a conclusion. "I'm govanced toward the girls and held out he had come
to do it." he sakl half aloud, slaphis hand. If he was In any way sur- ing
his knee. "I'll heat that stuck up
prised at their appearance or occupa- ping
Du Val yet."
And he went Into the
tion a slight lifting of the eyebrows
house and wrote to an automobile
it.
the only manifestation of
was
for prices.
Harold Du Val prided himself upon J company
But if Jeff had known the trend of
his nblllty to maintain bis composure
the conversation In the touring car be
unier the most trying circumstances.
might have been better satisfied with
she
returned
as
was
red
Mabel's face
everything In general and wiih oue or
to
his greeting, and she hurried over
two things In particular.
the ear to bkle her confusion.
"Who is that fellow?" Inquired Har"I'm
Beth greeted her effusively.
Jeff.
"We old as they passed
so glad to see you!" she cried.
"That's Jeff Pearson, one of my best
were out trying our new car, and I
friends," promptly replied GUidys.
made Harry come around this way.
"So you like plowlxjys. do you?"
more
ever
see
We hardly
you any
asked, with a quizzical smile.
Harold
since you left school."
like
"I
any one who has ambition
"We— we don't get to town very ofto do something." Gladys reten." replied Mabel, who had not yet enough
"Did you ever do any work
turned.
quite recovered from her confusion.
life?"
"Never mind your dress," said Bern, In your

But what in the world are you doing,

pend

steal from tbe fields and plantations
of the surrounding tribes.
"Though there are seven different
tribes of pygmies, tbey appear to bave
it la the cusno tribal organization,
tom for a group of famille· to attach
themselves to a negro chief and In rebis
turn for food to assist him to fight
The standard of morality of

enemies

these little
to

say.

people

they

are

high, and, strange
remarkably Intelli-

la

gent.

"The wild beasts living In this forare killed for food, even the elePitfalls, snares and heavily
phant.
spears are used, but their
est

weighted

favorite way of bunting an elephant
and arrow.
appear* to be with bow
I'oisoued arrows are shot Into bim,
and the crest beast Is followed until
he falls, when the little hunters camp
around the body and feaat on tbe carcass

until It is finished."

Cateh-aa·catch-can.

Rhe gave bim a playful pinch on the
«•heck.
"And
"New suit!" she exclaimed

what a beauty!"
"Rather nice. Isn't it F he agreed,
surveying himself proudly In the glasa.
it was a spring suiting of the very
Even the editor of the
latest

style.

Tailor and Cutter coold have found

oo

fault.
"And doesn't It fit well7" she cried.
"Turn round. To a T! Lovely! It
must have been expenalvel"
lie put his fingers on his Upa.
His other hand wandered affection
do wo a very pronounced crease,

ately
and

bis

eyea

filled with

a

look of

pride.
"Hush!" he whispered. "Not ao very!
Five bob down and five bob every time
tbe collector aeea me flratf'—London
Answers.

Mabel flushed with pleasure. "I don'l
know who could have told you that,'"
she said. "This Is the first crop of ap

pies

have ever raised."
"1 didn't need to be told. The orchard speaks for Itself. You haven't
sold them yet. have you?" he added
"Sold them?" said Mabel Inquiringly.
"Why. they won't be ready to sell foi
a month yet."
"You mean they won't be ready to
pick for a month yet," corrected the
stranger. "There's nothing to prevent
your selling them now. Is there?"
"N-no. I suppose not, only It seeme
queer to sell apples a month before

Inquired.

"Father's

Gladys laughed outright. "I'm afraid
the pigs would be rather blue after a
dose of that," she replied.
"Well, what Is it, then?" persisted

they're ripe."

Lots of business Is
"Not at all.
done that way. I'll tell you what I'll
do." be went on. "You have a fine lot
of apples here. and if you'll agree to
let me have all that you have to sell
I'll see that you get Jl.flO a barrel foi

them."
"A dollar aud a half a barrel Isn't
much for apples. Is It?" aald Mabel

doubtfully.

Harold answered.

Harold.

"It Is when they are as plenty ae
are Lhi· year.
Why, I'll bet
there'll be 10,000 barrel* In this county alone."
"Well," §ald Mabel, "I'll ask father
about It when he comes home."
"But I can't wait," objected the man.
"By the time your father gets home
I'll have contracted for all the apples
I can use and you'll have to sell j'ours
Just
for a dollar a barrel or less.
figure a moment. Here's at least fifty

over

si>eek

to brush a

suppose

of dust from one

father

find

me

lars!" she cried.

ΗΓΒ HAXDKKBOHIKF AT
HIM

GLADYS WAVED

"But, say, when
of his tan oxfords.
did you start in the horticultural business,

anyway?"

"We've Jurt started," she answered
and
as she filled a pail with water
poured It Into (he barrel.
"Aren't you afraid you'll spoil your

complexion ?"

Unt old asked

the mixture

as

splashed

teasingly

up into her

face.

■lie shook her head as she wiped a
spattering drop from her uose. "I
don't know that bordeaux mixture is
than
any worse for my complexion
talcum powder would be," she said.
"You art.' certainly an attractive advertisement for the bordeaux mixture."
Harold answered.
did look charming as she

Gladys

Blood there in her
her unruly

face—she

spattered dress,

hair blowing

across

with
her

keep those stray
they belonged—and the

never

could

where
hue of her cheeks looking all the
rosier In contrast to the spots of lime
on her nose.
"I thought you had outgrown those
locks
rose

foolish speeches," she said reprovingly
as she turned to the tank for another
bucket of water.
"Oh, I say!" cried Harold. "Can't
you come for a little auto ride? Let

the bugs enjoy life a little longer—Just
to please me," he persisted coaxiugly
The comically
as Gladys hesitated.
pleading look In his brown eyes was

Irresistible.

not to go," she said,
1
"but I would like an auto ride.
guess we can go for Just a little while,
can't we, Mabel?"
"If we can have time to put on clean
aprons and wash our faces first," Ma"I

really ought

bel answered.
"Yes, we'll wait," Hirold answered,
"though clean dresses can't make you
look any prettier than you do just
now."
Mabel made up η little face at him

she turned toward the house. "If
you're going to talk like that I won't
go," she called hack over her shoulder.
In a few moments they reappeared,
lookiug as fresh and dainty as though
they had never held a spray nozzle 01·
a plow handle. By skillful maneuverils

ing Harold relegated Beth and Mabel

I

explained

his

proposition.

Gladys smiled quizzically. "Then
you'll give us $4Γ>0 for our apple crop?"

she said Inquiringly.
"Well, not exactly, but I'll agree to
give you $ 1 .ΓιΟ a barrel for ull you de-

"HA I" US B0ABED.
So Le opened LU
Tillage
bank and. tilling Ills pockets with the
pennies and nickels mid dimes, slip
ped out of the botise nr.d started quick
ly down the Kdgerley road.
At lusi lie reached the desolate old
farniliou.se and started bravely up tht
children.

laue.
A dismal walling sound, shrill aue
long, came on the summer breeze.
Craig was on the point of fleeing
down the lane in alarm when be re
oieiubered that his Cousin John had
said the old miser played a cornet.
Again came the sound—a plaintive
mysterious strain—und still «gala
But al
louder and more prolonged.

stopped, ami Craig knocked
Instantly the door was flung open
and Old King Cole appeared, looking
to Craig like an ogre lu a fairy tale.
"Hey!" he roared In a voice thai
nearly paralyzed the youthful seekei
last It

after pewter.
"Hey!" he repeated, glaring tiercelj
at Ills little visitor.
Craig swallowed desperately and al
last began lu a very small and shaky
voice:
"Good mottling, Mr. Cole.

"IT'LL BE a COLD DAY WHEN Vue BELL
THOSK APPLES."
liver to uie in good condition. There'll
easily be ttOU barrels."
"We'll be lucky if we {ret half that,"
Gladys broke In. "We may get twice
as much a barrel, though."
"You won't get 75 cents a barrel If
you don't sign up η contract pretty
soon," the buyer said, reddening. Ills

refilled

THE

ner

this farm awhile."
"Running s
Mr. Sanders smiled.
quarter section Is a bigger proposltlot
than running an acre," he said. "Bui
1 guess you'll have to try It for a few

days."

picking up some wind
hot afternoon a couple 01
days after her father left to take can
of his brother when a well dresse( ι
dreve up to tbe fence an< I
Mabel was

falls

oue

stranger

called to her.
"A fine crop of apples you bav<
here," he remarked as the approached
"a little the finest of

jiff Jr#

sees

yet

bank uud involved a visit to the queet
old mau who was the terror of all the

about It." said a voice behind her.
und she turfed to see Gladys standing
beside the half filled apple basket. Her
face was stern.
"Tell ber about It." said Mabel, turnlug to the stranger, and be ouce more

f?et more."

milk"—
"Of course you must go." broke In
"The girls and I will
Mrs. Sanders.
look after things here."
"Yes; do go, papa," spoke up Gladys
"I'd like to try my hand at*ruuulnfi

the Kdgerley road," said Cousin John.
"Ills name is Kingman Cole, but ev
ery one rails him Old King Cole.'"
Craig lisii'iied eagerly. If ills mucb
adored Cousin Kliuor d<>slred h pewcei
plntt^r she should certainly have It
even though it took every peu η y tn his

me

CHAPTER IV.
"IIow do you know?"
He Just
"Mr. Pearson said so.
days that followed were
this
bus; ones for Gladys and Ma- phoned over and told me about
to him last
bel. The apple blossoms faded fellow. He sold his apples
week before he found out anything
and the petals fell, leaving tiny
about It. Then he began to get susthe
And
down
their
places.
apples in
picious, nnd he found out that Mr. Suyrows of trees stretched smaller rows
or whatever this fellow's name Is,
der,
them.
of cabbage plants—thousands of
Is trying to corner the apple market
The girls kept rhe cultivator going tire
In this county and sell them for two
lossiy. The weeds had not been kepi or three times us much ns be Is buyand
before,
season
the
well
down very
ing them for."
tbe ground was so tilled with seed tbat
"But what do we care what he sells
It often seemed as though the cultivât
them for as long as we get our monlug only made two weeds grow where ey?" persisted Mabel.
one grew before. But by dint of an in
"Why, don't you see. as soon as he
exhaustible supply of stick-to-it-lvenesi· gets the price up we'll sell ours and
they kept ahead, and at last the weed? get twice as much as we would If we
Tbe tight was too hot foi told them now. Let's go to dinner."
gave up.
them, and they succumbed and allow
They stopped at the mall box on t lie
ed the cabbages to grow to unmolested way and found a note from Beth inmaturity.
viting them to a picnic the next SatOne day In early August as the girls urday.
were helping their mother set the dlu

iliiiigs.

"Oil. u queer old fellow who lives bj
himself in a tumbledown farmhouse on

"I'll"—

home.
"Thank you ever so much for the
ride,' said Mabel as she stood leaning mouth hardened.
"Maybe not from you,"replied Gladys,
011 the gate.
almost a fail"Thank you ever so much for go- "but with the apple crop
ure in New York I guess we'll be able
too,"
"And
Harold.
you.
ing," replied
to sell them to some one."
he added, turning to Gladys. "And the
"Who said the apple crop was a faillecture— I'm afraid thanks won't pay
In New York?" exclaimed the
ure
for that."
stranger.
answered.
she
won't,"
"Indeed they
Gladys held out the paper toward
"The only thing that will pay for that
"Head It for yourself." she said.
him.
is to see it have some effect, and I
The buyer gathered up bis reins, with
of that"
much
isn't
hope
there
guess
"It'll be a cold day when
α ecowl.
"Thank you anyway, Miss Icebox,"
you sell those apples In this county."
confident
self
old
bis
with
he said,
be said as he drove off.
smile, as he started the machine.
"Why didn't you let him have them?"
"Goodby."
cried
Mabel, turning to her sister.
"Goodby." answered Mabel. "Come "That
surely was a Rood enough price
again."
for us."
"And come in and see us," cried
"Good enough If we can't get more,"
car.
of
the
back
the
both orer
Gladys. "But we're going to

table their father came In with a
letter in hie hand and a worried look
ou his face.
"It's Lon," he explained in auswer to
his wife's inquiring look. "He got bit
wrott
leg broke In a runaway. Carrie
for me to come awhile if I could
There Isn't any one tl^y cau get to do
and with all those cows tc

Cole?" asked the bride.

"Oh. no, you wou't, not till you tell

thing."

Harold gave the lever a vicious Jerk
by way of reply, and neither of them
said anything more until they reached

"Perhaps," laugtied .Cousin John
"Old KUig Cole might have one."
"And who in the world Is Old Kins

thirty,

some-

something?"

•aid.

Mabel.
There'll be
then.
about ten barrels to the tree, or $1Γ>
That will be $4Γ»0 from the
worth.
whole orchard. Not bad. eh?"
Mabel opened her eyes in astonishment. "Four hundred and fifty dol-

"Well,

got

"That's It—father, father, all the
time.
Why don't you learn to depend on yourself a little? Why don't
you go to college and learn something
and then start out for yourself and do

Crusoe'

and stared ut lib beautiful uew cousin.
"Ugly old things. Cousin Elinor!" h«

"Thirty." corrected

you're hardly fair,"
"I'll probably set-

will

"How 1 wish I had nnother pewtei

platter," said the bride.
Craig dropped "Koblnson

trees"—

tle down and go to work at something
after awhile."
"Probably!" cried Gladys. "What
are you going to do?"
"Oh. I don't know." he replied. "I

"It's bordeaux mixture, If you must
know. We are going to sprny the apple trees to kill the bugs."
"Rather hard on the bugs. I should
say," Harold remarked as he leaned

OLD PLATTER.

they

possible

greater things."
"I don't think

KING COLE'S

we

be ashamed to have no ambition but
you
to spend my father's money,
don't have to work for a living, but
the very fact that you don t makes it
for you to accomplish much

accents, Indicatwith α sweep of his

polite

ed lu his most
ing the .barrel
hand.

Curious Mode of Llf· of the Dwarf· of

feet lurge. and tbe body is covered
Both sexes af
with a Hort of down.
feet a state of complete nudity. They
hare their own tongue, but usually
know a little of the language of their
la made to
big neighbors. No attempt
They detill tbe open forest glades.
for food on game and what they

he

use?"

THE PYGMIES.

disproportionately

neiKliborhood."

plenty of money,"
anyway?"
"If I were a boy." the cold contempt
The same question had evidently Just
voice Jarred Harold out of
occurred to Harold. "Just mixing up in Gladys'
self assurance, "I'd
swill for the pigs, are you?" he Inquir- his accustomed

least, a parrot should be carefully
covered at night.-Loudon Mail

Rhodesia.
Of the pygmies of northwestern Rho
dosla a modern traveler write»»: "The
Hatwa stand about four feet high and
are long armed, short legged and ugly,
The
being unusually prognathous
abort, the
are

I understand that you and your elstei
the best apple growers In tht

are

Again Harold smiled.tbat exaspérai
lng smile, though it was a tritie less
self confident this time. "What's the

the cause of her
embarrassment. "I wish I lived in the
country and could wear old clothes.

quickly guessing

posture at will.
When a parrot coutluuea to scream
be wants water or food or feels 111
and uncomfortable or maybe Is mere
will
ly dull. Music, which be love*,
cheer him up at all tluiea.
A parrot learns to talk ouly from
disone who speaks very slowly and
tinctly to him and preferably when be
I>ast, but not
is about to fall asleep

legH

00O:

Π Ε R-irls eagerly read over the
books and bulletins Mr. Pearson had lent them, and cover mips, cultivation and bordeaux mixture were their chief topics
of conversation.
As soon as the
;r>urid was In shape In the spring
the.v plowed It and harrowed It until
It was reduced to a fairly fine condi- gait.
Jon. certainly better than anything it
Mile after mile was quickly covered
!iad known since It was first set out. by the tireless machine and they were
The trees blossomed freely, and the almost to town wuen Harold Anally
orchard with its waving sea of pink turned around and started back at a
flowers was an Inspiration to the girls, somewhat slower pace.
"We went so fast that I was almost
for It held the promise of α bountiful
harvest to come. As soon as the blos- lost." confessed Mabel. "That's Pearsoms closed the girls set to work to son's Just ahead, isn't it?"
Gladys nodded. "And there's Jeff
spray the trees. They were hard at
work one day mixing a barrel of bor- over in the field plowing," she said.
leanod °ut and waved her handdeaux mixture when they were startled by the sound of an automobile kerchief at him
He waved his whip iu dazed surprise
coming up the driveway.
and stood watching the automobile un"It's Harold aud Beth!" cried Mabel
'Oh, what'll we do?" She looked down til It was out of sight. He paid so little attention to his plowing the rest of
at her spattered dress in dismay.
"You might dive into the barrel," the afternoon that the patient horses
said Gladys Ironically as she poured turned to look inquiringly at him now
Tm not *nd then as if to ask what the matter
In another pail of water.
afraid of the Du Vais even if they was. Hut Jeff was thinking, and his

The Proper Way to Feed. Cage and

Principal,
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MISS PRANCES WADSWORTH.
Teacher of Music on the Piano Forte.

WINTER AND SPRING SESSIONS.

Pre»» Association

:Ooo

CARE OF PARROTS.

MISS ABBA B. BAILEY,
Teacher of the Primary Department.

Copyright. 1910. by Am encan

®

Abljah Hall, South Parle.
Charles Hall, Sooth Pari·.
John 8. Holme·, South Pari·.
Henry N. Hall, South Pari·.
Albion Heraey, Sooth Parle.
Christopher C. Hayes, Parte.
Lyman Hutchtns, Albany.
Washington Irving, Wilton.
Ithamer Irving, Wilton.
Erastus P. Jameson, CornUh.
John F. Jameson, Cornish.
Edwin B. Knight, South Parte.
George W. Klttrldge, Paris.
Ebenezer Leach, Baymond.
£llas H. Lovejoy, Peru.
Oliver H. Lowell, Wlndhame.
Wilson Lelghton, Yarmouth.
Daniel Lombard, South Paris.
Wm. H. Lincoln, Oakhagi. Maes.
Joseph M. Mcnerve, Llvermore.
Lyman D. Morse, Soui1· Parte.
J. J. Morton, South Paris.
Franklin Morton, South Pari·.
Peter J. Mitchell, South Paris.
Jo«eph H. Morse. South Paris.
Augustus Morse, Sooth Pari·.
Horace J. Morton, 8oulh Paris.
James D. Merrill, South Paris.
Ansel C. Mitchell, South ParisLewi· B. Mathews, Paris.
Cyrus H. Morse, Paris.
Malcolm Mclntlre, Parsonfleld.
Silas Nutting, Otlefleld.
George W. Newhall, South Parte.
Flavius V. Norcroes, Dlxfleld.
Eugene P. Newhall. South Parte.
Edwin Patch, Otlefleld.
Charles C. Pendexter, Bartlett, Ν. H.
Boswell P. Park, Bangor.
Edward M. Purlngton, Windham.
Granvlll Porter, South Parte.
Ezra M. Prince, Turner.
Wentworth R Klchar Ison, Otlefleld.
N. Johnson Ru»t, Gorham.
Ellas Stowell, South Parte.
Daniel Stowell, South Parte.
Francis H. Skllllngs, South Paris.
Amasa Ε Swift, South Paris.
John B. stowell, South Paris.
Francl- Sturtevant, South Paris.
Jonathan Stlckney, Brownfleld.
Pelcg W. Smith, Denmark.
George Simmons. South Paris.
Leander S. Swan, Paris.
♦Albert S. Sturtevant, South Parte.
Samuel Stowell, South Paris.
Thomas Stowell, South Paris.
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ARTEMAS L. HERSEY,
Teacher of Vocal Music.

MISS OLIVIA J. RECORD,
Teacher of Drawiug and Painting.
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Paying the Dootor,

Some American doctors are In favor
of the contruct system for medical
service, but they are still a Ιοιις way
from the Chinese scheme of stopping
the doctor's salary when the initient
The writer knows α New
falls ill.
Yorker who says that if ever he is
threatened with an operatiou he will
to
ask the surgeon what it is going
Then he will hand him the
cost
amount at once with the assurance
that the fee goes whether the operation
off or doesn't He reasons that
comes

the doctor will then have no possible
temptation if it comes to a toss up
whether to operate or take a chance
—New York Press.
A Lovers' Quarrel.

"Hello, Kltzy!

Where did you get

that black eye?"
"Oh. Il was only α lovers' quarrel."
Why. your girl
"Lover;»' «inarrei:
did in.ι give v«m thai, did «he?"
"No. !.' was her ether lover."

I heard

you playing on your cornet."
Old King Cole turned purple with
"Cornell
"Cornet!" he roared.
rage.
Ye young scalawag! Ye little rascall
Cornet! That was my old cow!"
The door banged violently, and Crate
ran down the lane as fast as his trem-

bling legs could carry him.
Hut the next morning Craig started
down the Kdgerley road once more re
solved upon another visit to Old King
Cole
Halfway up the lane he again

heard the strange noise.
At last there was silence, and Cralfe

knocked resolutely.
Old King Cole sprang out
denly as before.

as

sud-

"lia!" he roared.
"I have been listening to your cow,'
he said, with his most friendly smile.
Then Old King Cole roared again,

but this time with laughter.
"Why, ye little numskull," cried be,
"ye heard me a-playing on my cor-

net!"
He threw back his head and wem
off into another tremendous laugh.
"Mr. Cole," said Craig. "I'm awful
ly sorry 1 don't know about cows and
corners and things; but, you see, I live
in the city and am not very well acquainted with cows.
"But 1 waut to buy a pewter platter
for my new cousin Elinor," continued
"and I came to see If you had

Craig,

one."
Old Klug Cole went Into the house
and, to Craig's extremo deligUt, came
back with a very dirty old pewter

platter.
Craig examined it anxiously. "Yes,"
said he, "this Is Just like Cousin Elinor's, all but those funny little ridges."
"Ob, she
Old King Cole grinned.

"Have
wash those off," said he.
ye any money, little sailor boy?"
"I have $3.H6," said Craig, emptying
bis pockets.
Old Klug Cole seized the money
eagerly. "Take the platter, little boy,"
can

said be, "and come agalo some day,
and I'll teacb ye the difference between cornets and cows."
Craig ran happily home, tightly
clasping the pewter platter.
"You are the dearest little cousin in
"Just
the world!" said the bride.
think of your going to see that dreadful old man!"

A Rabelais Hoax.
Rabelais, being oui of money, once
tricked the police Into taking him
from Marseilles to Paris ou a charge
of treason, lie made up sou;3.
tlietn
ages of brick dust and labeled
"Poison for the royal family." The
nffieers took Rabelais 700 miles only to

be told at the end of their Journey
that it was April 1 and the affair was
Of course, as Rabelais was
a hoax.
wit of the royal family,
the

privileged

he was forgiven.

Hoar and Evarts.
On one of his later birthday anniversaries Senator Uour wrote to William
M. Evarts and congratulated hlui upon
In his reply the
his length of years.
said It brought to mtud

aged lawyer
au old lady In

New Engluud who had
occasion to write to h friend abont
and
some matter of trifling Importance

when she had reached the end of the
thirteenth page awakened to the fact
that she had been rather diffuse aud
added. "Please excuse my longevity."

v

(Orford

gcmocrat,

THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.

I-8UE1) TUESDAYS.

ParU Hill.
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ATWOOD

Κ<11tor· toil

Jn™i»!L,iSS?,churoh'¥T·G·

FORBES,

*

■**·
I-

lot

A. E. Korbks.

Tkkmm —$1 JO a rear If pal·* «rictlv in advance.
xherwlse ti-θυ a year. Single copiée « cenia.

w- F

HJii. pu-

Prmyet Meeting ThurtiUv evening at

ttao last frlday before
All
at 2:30 p. x.
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Cnlreraallet church, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker,
Minister. Preaching service at 10:45 a. U. Sunlay; Sunday School at 12 M.

h? 1st
he

Proprietor·.

Ukokuk M. Atvood.

Bethel wm visited by mvere thunder
Lightning struck
uarts of strawberries from a strawberry ihower* Sunday.
but no serious
ed 25 ζ 80 feet. The size and flavor of 11 ;wice In the village
lie berries were as satisfactory as the 11 lain age wm done.
T.
U. met with
j Tuesday the W. C.
mount.
Leonard B. Swan is quite ill. He had I lire. Ο. M. Mason.
Leslie Mason, wife, Miss
slight stroke of paralysis Thursday I Tuesday
blason, Miss Connera and Miss Boothby
vening.
the lakes and reW. S. Wight of Bethel has been In I :ook an auto trip to
own canvassing for tbe new bookocl turned.
»re stopping on
loosevelt's Travels and Adventures in I Mr. Bowler and family
for a ahort
Lfrica. Mr. Wight is hoping to regain 11 ;he "home farm" at Palermo
is health by being constantly in the :ime.
is
the
of
Dixfield
Mrs. March
guest of
pen air.
Tbe Misses Cora and Lillian Young Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Whitney.
Mrs. Wentworth is the guest of Mr.
rho have been with tbeir aunt, Mrs. C.
V. Dunham, since Mrs. Young's funeral, ind Mrs. J. C. Billings.
Mr. Dana Hall is busy building his
eturned to their home in Lowell Sun'bungalow" on Kilborn Street.
ay·
teacher in
Miss Martha Horsey, a
Mrs. Usher of Gorbam, Me., is the]
Litchfield, Conn., formerly a resident of
uest of her daughter, Mrs. L. F. Willis.
In Bethel of
Miss Zilpha Porter of Stark, Ν. H., is South Paris, is the guest
Mrs. F. S. Chandler.
E.
Chase's.
at
C.
guest
Mr. J. M. Philbrook and family are
Dr. Yates is having a small addition
milt on (be rear of his boose for a bath it their farm for a while.
Parley Andrews is building an addioom.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates are spending tion to his house.
The W. R C. of Brown Post gave a
aucb of the time with their son, Vernal
Mrs.
Utes, and hie family at their cottage at reception to the new president, and
of Mr.
jittle Concord Pond, Mr. Bates going Carrie Arno, at the home
Mrs. Prank E. Purringtou Friday night.
ver almost daily in bis auto.
A dance was given at Odeon Hall FriMrs. Henrietta Kittredge and children
1 Portland are tbe guests of Mrs. Kit-1 day evening.
Friday evening the pleasant home of
redge's mother, Mrs. Laura Reed.
waif
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Dunham and Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Puriogton
of inlaughter Mildred, and Mrs. Dunham's thrown open to a large number
the
□other and sister, Mrs. and Mise Hodg- vited guests and friends to attend
music
lon, of Waterville, came by auto Wed- recital of Mrs. Nellie Brickett's
was
lexday to visit Mr. Dunham's parents, I pupils. The following programme
rendered in a manner which showed
dr. and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
the
Rev. Hervey H. Hoyt and daughter careful training on the part of
TeraofEast Hiram were guests at L. I teacher and faithful practice by the
d. Mann's Saturday and Sunday.
pupils. Programme:
Russell.
Mrs. Elvesa Dennen and Mrs.
Piano Duett—The Witches Flight
I
M'ldred Rossermann, Sylvia Swan.
in
were
Wednesday.
iVashbum
Norway
Wcly.
Rev. Chester Gore Miller of South Tltanla Fantaria,

I

Meeting
aTel}JUU of
the month
Sunday

Oxford,
Thirteen boys from Camp
Professor Caldwell1· summer school and
j.tmp at Oxford, tramped here Thursday
to visit Mount Mica, spent the night in
H. P. Hammond's barn, and went back

All legal advertisement·
AprKKTisrMKMTS:
t re given three connective Insertion· for $1J0
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient an 1 yearly advcrti·—

ere.

j

Friday.

Job Pustixo —New type, fast presse·, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make this department of oar ba·)•-M complete aW popular.

Mr·. Retta Whitman Newman of Wilton, Mrs. A. P. Billings and Miss Grace
\ irtue of Newtonville are spending the
week at O. A. Maxim's.
«MULE COPIE».
James L. Chase has accepted a posiin
Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent· tion as foreman on a large farm
each. They will >>e mailed on receipt of price by Hingham, Mass and will remove to that
of
the
convenience
patrons
th·· miMtshers or for
Mr. Chase and his family
soon.
■»'a*'e copte» of each Issue have been placed on place
ΊΓβ natives of this village where they
ΜΛ,'ο at the following place·* In the County
have many friends and » hey will be
^hurileff's Drug Store
s.>q(k Parte.
ν -rwity.
Noyée' Dru* Store.
much missed here.
■stone's l>rue Store.
Hon. Prentiss Cummingsof Brookline,
i* K-kfle' t.
\ lire I Cole. Postmaster.
Offlc#!
Mrs. Harlow. Post
aria Hill,
Mass., arrived at his summer home here
Samue' T. White.
W.-et Pari·
iα this village last week, coming through
with bis touriug car.
Kimball C. Atwood of New York and
FOR GOVERNOR.
his son, Kimball C Atwood, Jr., are
gues's of Mr. Atwood's brother, George
St. Atwood. They will make the return
of Poland.
trip by automobile the present week,
«oing by way of the White Mountains
For State Auditor.
;tud tbe Berkshire Hills.
CHARLES P. HATCH,
Judge W. P. Potter and family are ocof August*.
cupying their new summer home here.
I
H hen completed it will be one of the
For Representative to Congres·,
tinest places in town.
Arrivals at the Hubbard Houso the
JOHN P. SWASEY,
past week are:
of Canton.
Prentiss Camming·, Rrookllue, Maes.
H. R. Dunham, Mm H. R. Dunham, Mildred
For State Senator,
I'unhum, Mr·. Κ C. Hodadon. Ella E. Hodedon,
of Norway. W atervll'e, Maine.
ALBERT J. STEARNS.
Dr. S. L. Andrew*. Mrs. Andrews, Clinton,

BERT M. FERNALD,

For Clerk of Court·.

CHARLES Κ

WHITMAN,

For

County Treasurer,

GEORGE M. AT wool».

Register of Deeds.
J. HASTINGS BEAN,
For

Maine.

ofNorway.
of Parts.

k' R-"UI,,M
« inflow.
Dan

Abbiel

^ '*■ "HI, Bostou, Mais.

Parts.

Hounds, New York City.
Miss Helen M. Andrews of Auburn
was the euest of Mise Annie L Parris
Arthur C.

|

of Parts.

•>ver

Sunday.

Dr. Frederick P. Hammond and family
>f New York arrived here the last of the
week. Dr. Hammond will rpturn the
For County Commissioner for sis years.
ast of this week, leaving bis family here
of Lovell.
GEORGE W. WALKER.
for a while, and will rejoin them later.
two
for
years.
For County Commissioner
Edward F. Colburn of Boston is the
of Sumner.
WELLINGTON H. EASTMAN,
gue*t of Hev. and Mrs. C. A. KnickerFor Sheriff.
bocker for two weeks. Mr. C.dburo
of «toneham. who is a tine singer, sang two solos at
J. MELVIN KARTLETT,
the I nivers,tiirtt church eervice SunFor Representatives to the Legislature.
OfNorway. lay morning, ami will sing at the enterEl'GKNK I UIMIWa,
of Ruraford. tainment of the ladies' circle this week
STANLEY B1SBEE.
Miss Harriett Shaw of Bostou is the
of Part»
ALTON 4 VaULU,
of Bethel
guest of Miss Julia C. Snow.
NATHANIEL K. BRoWN.
Mise Georgia Perham is the guest of
of Waterford.
AUGUSTUS G. MORSE.
Miss Persis Ν .ftdrews this week.
Clayton Κ Brooks of Boston spent
Coming; Event».
Sunday with his family here.
Mrs Charles E. Caae and Miss GerAug. 2 Oxford Pomona Grange. Waterford.
trude Case have returned to their home
in New Jersey.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Miss Dbrothea Carter of Montclair,
V J., arrived at the summer home of
One Piece Presses Marked Down.
the family here last week.
Soroets Hoots and Shoes.
Vacation Clothe·.
Mrs. 1
C. Ingraham of Brookline,
AU We Want
Mass., arrived here last week.
Women Grow Younger.
Mrs. William C. Moulton of Chicago is
Hebron Academy.
Harness, Blankets, Ely Nets, etc.
the guest of her mother, Mrs. George
Blue berrles.
Lunt, at her summer home here.
For Sale at a Bargain.
The Universalist Circle will be held at
Bliss College.
Register of Deeds, Western District,
of Eryeburg.
E( KLEY BALLARD,
For

Academy Hall Wednesday evening of

Wireless te'egraohv I- to be Introduced on the
North -ea. to apprise trawler· of the state of the
tlsh markets and enable then) to judge as to staying out when llsh are plentiful an't the market
unfavorable or ru-hlntc to a market enlivened
bv urgent demand. If this ts found protltab'e
American
on th·* otber side of the Atlantic.
flsherm ·η may be exiwcte·! to utilize ethereal
communication for like purpose. This wtll
operate tn favor of both ttsher and consumer,
but against the tl-<h. which will suffer steadier
and heavier reduction Id nuint>ers; In whlrh
more
event ilih conservation laws wtll be
urgently necessary the world over.—· txford
County Clt'zen

Perhaps it will work like the cold
storage business, which is theoretically
such a boon to mankind, but iu practce
gives us more uncertain food aud keeps
ilie price up the year around.

I
'

The tiret sentence in our note bunk
reads for tbis week, rain wanted; aud
that wax true when written; but several
showers have passed over since then of
different magnitudes, the one last Sunrest
That costly toy, the battleship, i<* soon day evening transcending all the
will long be remembered as a first
to be truly between the devil anil the and
and especially by Mies
deep sea, if the opinions of some of the cla*s tempest;
Ε Brooke, formerly of this neighexperts, from demonstrations recently Mary
of Woodstock, who
made, are to be accepted. One of uur borho d, but uow
in the came very near being fatally injured by
smaller naval vessels is now
its
bolts.
fiery
hospital with a hole punched by a sub- one of
To state it in a nutshell, if all the
marine, and the other day Glenn Curtiss,
in
our solar system, from Merwhile sailing in an aeroplane, tossed planets
to Xeptune, had concentrated their
orauges down on the deck of a ship, just cury
a few hundred feet
to show how easy it would be to drop twelve inch guns
over head, and then disdynamite in the same way. With sub- arouud and
for
marines below, and aeroplanes above, life charged them all in rapid succession
result must have been
on a battleship mar shore could appar- three hours, the
similar; providing the rain poured at the
ently be made a precarious pastime.
same time.
Charles Λ Dunham, with hie wife and
new
under
the
is
to
more
cost
Smoking
two little b<>ys, visited here that day and
internal revenue tax, they say. There's started for home, at South Bethel, just
to get out of paying the in
one way
in time to get a good wetting up—or
crease—smoke less, or even quit.
down. Sut-b, brietiy noticed, was the
tempest that passed over here oo the
Maine Political Notes.
evening of July 10, 1910
Perhaps some might be interested to
The Democratic State Committe has learn that Mrs. E. L. Dunham wae 31
organized by tbe choice of Fred Emery years of age on that day. and also that
Bern of Hallo well as chairman; W. F. Mrs. L. Dunham was 79 two days preCurran of Bangor secretary; and Oscar vious.
Elmer C'ole was seriously injured and
R. Wish of Portland treasurer.
made totally blind two years ago last
Tbe youngest
spellbinder on the June, since which time he has buffered
stump so far is Leo Hunter of Freeport, much from bis diseased
eyes aud bead,
the 12-yeir-old son of Robert V. Hunter so
that the doctors finally assured him
of that town, the Socialist candidate for that
the only way to get permanent benegovernor. The vourh addressed a meet- fit, was to have his eves removed. At
other
the
iu
evening.
Freeport
ing
last, convinced that ever to see again
The chairman of the Democratic city was impossible, he went to the Portland
committee in Portland has rescued, not hospital last week with his brother-inbecause he has ceased to be a Democrat, law, Rawson Martin, and submitted to
but because he does not like the way the ordeal. Have heard nothing of the
things are run in the party. The tra- result, but will report it later.
It seems hardly reasonable to suppose
ditional Democratic brand of harmony is
the Democratic that any kind of vegetation or minerals
also in evidence in
as
as
well
are
of
endowed with a certain degree of inKnox
stronghold
County,
in other parts of the state.
telligence; and yet it seems, sometimes,
as if such is really the fact, especially
For some reason service in tbe legisthe former, since ancient writers tell
lature does not seem to have the atabout the trees getting together to
tractiveness this year with which it is
choose a king, and that if a certain thing
generally credited. Λ number of can- should happen the stones would cry out.
didates who have been oomiuated have
But all of that is figurative, you say, and
declined to accept or have resigned as so do
Mow let me tell you not only a
I.
candidates after acceptance. In South literal but true incident.
Portlaud both the Republican and the
Last spring I set two poles for my hill
Democratic candidate have resigned.
of bops, one some 15 feet in length and
The long list of those who are desert- the other eight or ten feet longer; as the
ing tne Republican party and going over priucipal vine took to the shortest pole
to tbe Democratic party does not exist it reached the top in due time, and then
entirely in editorial imaginations in was watched with much interest to see
Not by auy what it would do for support.
sanctums.
Democratic
Not in the least confused It continued
means.
There is certainly such a man.
He is a "prominent Republican" in Bid- to grow, steadily leaning toward the
deford, that home of unique and incom- longer pole, on reaching which, a little
prehensible politics, and be gives out a less than a foot distant, it intwined
statement to the public. This statement around it and kept growing just as if
of bis is a very high-toned (!) production, nothing had
happened. Say, what
and indicates that his toes must be awful- caused the vine to lean toward the other
pole instead the opposite direction? An
ly sore for some reason.
answer is now in order.
Sarah Ε. Cummlngs.

Sarah Ε. Knight was born in South
Paris, Main·», Jto. 19, 1832. and died iu
II*nc»cfc, Wis
May 8, 1910 She was
marrad t·· Isaac X. Cumtu ng·» vpril 29,
To them were born five children,
185·).
two of whom died in infancy. Tbe

Je*si« I Murray has returned from a
Mix weeks' visit at her home in York
Mill*, Ν. B.
Rev. D. Tuttle from Pownal watt here
Sunday iu exchange with Rev. Mr. Guptill.
other t'iree are: Ε Λ Curaitnngs of
Susie
has finished work for Mrs.
North Like, Wis., Mr*. Inez Cook of WhittenTyler
and is now in Waterford.
Bethel, Wis., and Mr» Mary Garrisou of
Jeranl Sutton is on a two weeks' vacaHancock, Wi*. She made her home tion at his home in Rockville, Conn.
with the latter aiuce the death of Mr.
Flora Edgerly spent the Fourth at her
Cummlngs which occurred Oct. 21, 1900 home io West Paris.
She suff.-red a stroke of paralysie in
October last, and another on January
Denmark.
first. She had been gradually failing unMrs. Minnie F. Holrham and daughter
til April 23d when she waa compelled to
from Lynn, Mass
spent the Fourth of
atay in bed. She had another stroke tbe
following week which deprived her of July week with her father, A W.
her speech. She was tenderly cared for Belcher.
C. E. Cobb baa put in a 300 light
by loving hands, which did for her all
that could possibly be done, until she dynamo to light hie new bote).
Carr 11 Webb aud Miss Ida Keniaon
fell peacefully to sleep May 3, 1910, to
await tht voice of the Life giver, when were married Saturday night by Geo.
He shall oome to make up His jewels. W. Gray, Justice of the Peace, and on
She waa a loving mother, a kind neigh- Monday evening a reception waa given
Fellows'
Hall.
Many
bor, and will be missed by all who knew them at Odd
her. Funeral services were he'd at the beautiful presents were given by their
home of her daughter, Mrs. Garrison, on many friends. Ice cream and cake waa
Thursday afternoon at two o'clock. The served, and dancing waa the order of
remains were laid at rest by thu side of the evening.
Misa Mae Penney of Portland la vlaitthose of her husband in the Hancock
iog with her slater, Mrs. Geo. W. Gray
cemetery.
Eugene Higgins has sold his house to
Prof. William T. Foster of Bowdoin Mrs. I. H. Berry and has bought the
College, who this summer is teaching a OrcQtt farm.
summer school at Columbia University,
Fred Bacon has sold his farm to a Mr.
has accepted the presidency of Reed Fogg of Peru.
Mr*. Kate Sanborn, Mr*. Ada Gray,
Institute, a college to be built at Portland, Oregon, from a fund given by Mrs. Fon Hilton and A. W Belcher were callAmanda Reed and now amounting to ed to Sebago Sunday to sing at the
13,000,000. It is hoped the college can funeral of Major L. Poor.
be opened in September, 1911. It will
Misa Marion Marsh of West Newton,
be a college of liberal art· and science.
Mass., is a guest at the Maplewood.

Waltz In A flat

IIapgoo<l.

Lena Durkce.

Mildred Perham.

Splnn, Splnn—Folk Song,
The

Cowslip

Vera Holt.

Number*.
Ducelle.
Chopin.

Carl Rossi.
Smallwood.

Herman Robertson.
Smith.
The Harp Eollenne
Mildred Rossermann.
Web«r.
Von
Piano Trio—I>er Frelschutz
Evangeline Atherton, Vera Holt, Alice Kimball
Tobanl.
a—Hearts and Flowers,
Goeodeler.
b—Goodbye My Highland Lass,
Odessa Long.
Ascher.
Alice Transcription,

Mildred Perham.
Little Roy Rlne,
Engelmann.
Gladys Spearring.
Wolleuhauft.
Etude, In A flat,
Mildred Rossermann.
Rohn.
Song of the Swallow,
Alice Kimball.
Fisher.
Mountain Echoes

1

p. C. Maybew is very ill with appendlEmma Rurke.
:itis.
Scybold.
Mrs L. C. Bates, who has been ill for The Swallow*' Message,
Atherton.
Evangeline
wo or three days, is improving.
RaffValse Impromptu,
Sylvia Swan.
West Sumner.
The Palms,
Ley bach.
Mildred Hapgood.
The worst electrical storm experienced Piano
Quartette,
η nineteen years passed over this vil·
Sylvia Swan, Evangeline Atherton,
Vera Holt. Alice Kimball.
age Sunday evening, the lOtb, doing litThe light- The yearly recital is looked forward to
le damage in this vicinity.
ling was incessant with terrific thunder with pleasure by the friends of Mrs.
»nd heavy rain. Every one was awed Brickett and her pupils and words of
It commendation and congratulations were
»nd some weie prostrated with fear.
asted for more than two hours. Ligbr- heartily extended.
The Ladies' Club will serve a lawn
aing entered 0. G. Chandler's bouse on
tbe telephone wire and passed into the supper at Mr. J. U. Purington's
Those who have at-ellar. It struck a tree near the resi- nesday evening.
ience of E. D. Robbins, and members of tended in former years will want to enthe family who were sitting on the joy again λ pleasant occasion and those
piazza at tbe time felt tbe shock. Eu- who have never been present may be
gene Elwell was lying on tbe floor in sure of a most enjoyable time if they
bis kitchen when a bolt entered, ripping come. Supper, 25 cents.
up the bard wood floor only a few feet
MIDDLE INTERVALE.
from where he was lying. In the other
V. W. Bean has done the haying on
part of the town the buildings of Alton
Ames were burued and Cory Bonney's Maple and Pine Farm.
Mrs. N. Trask of North Bethel has
The damage to tbe
barn was struck.
barn was slight. An outside door was been visiting her son, Elmer Trask, at
torn off the hinges and a few clapboards I East Bethel.
Miss Leona Parlin of Framingham,
ripped up. A valuable colt in a box
stall in that part of tbe barn received a Mass., is with relatives on Swan Hill.
Orlando Buck Is cutting the grass on
It will be remembered
severe shock.
that the storm referred to above as oc- the old Israel Kimball farm.
Miuuie Kimball has a trained nurse
curing nineteen years ago destroyed the
and is quite ill.
farm buildings of Capt. G. M. Small.
Mrs. Rose P. Houghtaling of PhiladelS. B. Reading Club held a meeting in
the club room Thursday afternoon. The phia and her grandson, Master C. Smith
author under consideration was Henry of Jamaica Plain, Mass., are with relaThe following officers tives here.
Ward Beecher.
Molhel Packard of Bethel Hill was at
were elected:
I'reeMent— Alice L. Buck.
; the Maple and Pine Farm Thursday,
H.
Rrcreon
Vice-President—Bosetta
July 14th, with her aunt, Rose P. HoughSecretary—Helen S. Robertson.
taling.
Treasurer—Amanda Blebee.
H. A. Packard was here recently.
Mr. G. W. Heath bad a slight shock of
Millie Oliver is taking music lessons
paralysis Wednesday and has since been of Frances Carter.
confined to his bed. Dr. Atwood thinks
This warm weather bringft city people
he will recover if he does not have
back to the once happy country, homes.
another shock.
Joseph Oliver, who has been very sick,
Walter Chandler is moving on to tbe
is so as to walk out.
farm that he bought of Warren French.
The early frost killed the apple fruit
Mrs. Emma Bonney of Buckfield is
on the Maple and Pine Farm.
visiting her niece, Mrs. Angie Bobbins
V. W. Bean will do Joseph Oliver's
Rev. Lucien Robinson of Philadelphia,
haying.
Pa., is here for a few davs.
How beautiful everything in nature
Miss Eula Newell of Topsham is visitlooks!
here.
friends
and
relatives
ing
The green clad bills—the singing birds—
Mrs. Eliza Ford of Hartford Is

I

Wed-|

this week. The entertainment will consist of music and reading and be followed by a social dance. For further par- I
i
tlculars flyers will be distributed
Mr. and Mm. J. Murray Quinby and'
three children of Newton, Mass., are
guests at Elmhurst.
Dr. and Mrs. Chas. S. Little of PetersMrs. J. C. I
are guests at
burg Ind
Marble's.
Mrs. Geo. A. Sanders and I
^Γ·
three children of Boston are vieiting
their aunt, Mrs Loren Merrill.
Greenwood.

a—Little Waltz,
b-Hand In Hand,

Friday.

—

Here and There.

Mildred

5aris will deliver his popular lecture.
The Far West, under the auspices of the
Γ. P. C. U., at the Untversalist church, I
Thursday evening, July 21, at 8 o'clock.
Admission In cents.
W. J. Harrington of Boston, assisted
)y Miss May Vannah, contralto soloist,
vlio have been teaching a choral class
lere during the week, gave a closing
Mr. Har-1
:oncert Saturday evening.
■ineton was assisted by Prof. Wight of
Bethel, whose singing is always so much
mjoyed. A good concert is reported by
hose who attended.
The Misses Olive and Sara Swett of
ioutb Paris, also Miss Ethel Howe were
he guests of Mrs. V. E. Ellingwood

caring

for Mrs. D. D. Small.
E\erett Robbineand daughter, Beulab,
made a trip to Lewiston Tuesday and
Miss Beulah had her eyes fitted to glasses
by an oculist. She is still in very
health.
News has been received that Mr.
Herschel Libby of Carthage, who taught
the spring term of school in this village.
ba« had an attack of measles and is still
suffering from the effects of the disease.
Frank Scudder of Sumner Hill is at
work here. He has painted tbe library
building for Geo. A. Chandler and the
il welling house of F. J. Brown.
Mr.
Brown has new windows put into the
front of his house.
There is a bad leak in the pipes that
supply this part of tbe village with
water. Some families are without water,
others have very little.
P. G. Barrett and E. W. Chandler are
letting ready to put in a water eystera
of their own.
Tbey have purchased a
spring of Rev. Lucien Robinson, which
is located near the Gurney cottage.
They will lay pipes to the Gurney
Deaconess' Home and to tbeir own
bonses.
On a recent visit to Farmington we
took one Sabbath morning a seat in tbe
Bible class. We were surprised to find
:he teacher was a lady aged 83 years, a
Mrs. Fairbanks. She was bright and ineresting and much more wide awake
ban some younger teachers we have

j

poor!

The
ledge—the flowing stream,
Proclaim this truth from age to age,
That God In all His works Is seen.

rocky

|

A number of the farmers here hate
Misa Mabel Lamb returned home Satand
irday morning from a visit with relatives commenced haying; «orne are hoeing
>thera are spraying potatoes.
η Turner.
Willie
Mrs. Ζ W. Bartlett and aoo
Β. Spanlding Λ Sons bave pat up a
week at
ine new awning across the front of their ! iave been ependlog the past
Point of Plnea, Portland, guests of Mr.
itore.
Dr. A. E. Cole and family have been to ind Mrs. Frank Barker.
Mr. Will Goff bas finished sawing lam·
Bailey's Island for a vacation. Mrs. E.
I >er for Z. W. Bartlett and returned to
}. Cole acoompanied them.
who
H. P. Shaw, with a friend, was at ils borne. Mr. Will Richardson,
worked in his mill, has moved hie family
lome from Rumford over Sunday.
▲lien Irish returned to Bath Monday, ο their home at Rumford Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Gay Bartlett are bouselaving spent a week with his parents
ceeping for Mr. and Mrs. Ο. E. Jones,
tare.
▲.
Dr. A. E. Cole has given up the tele- ivho are working for Mr. and Mrs. J.
phone and the central offioe will be in- rhnrston.
italled in the house across the street
Maine New· Notes.
From Dr. Cole's office and Mr. Harry
Hersey will be in charge. Dr. and Mrs.
Clole have been capable and efficient
Oliver M. Perkins, a farmer 53 years
Îperators and have the good will of the >ld, fell from a load of hay at South
Penobscot Friday, and was instantly
oatrons of the line.
Miss Ida Rogers of Boston is the guest tilled by breaking his neck.
)f Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Lamb.
President Taft is spending the present
The De Paulen Brothers show Toesireek cruising along the Maine coast in
failure.
a
was
nearly
very
jay evening
He will make
the yacht Mayflower.
Miss Amy Sbaw went to Boston Monat Bar Harbor and other points.
day to attend the second term of a sum- itops
mer school of music.
Willard F. Murphy of Biddeford celeH. H. Merry and family of Aubnm brated the Fourth by liberating three
F.
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A.
urrier pigeons which had been giveD
Warren Thursday and Friday.
him in Cornish. They returned home
the
Buckfield
of
The members
Literary respectively in 35, 40 and 50 minutes.
Club held their annual outing at Lake
The extreme heat claimed a Maine vicGrove Tuesday and partook of a shore
tim Monday, when Charles H. S.vmonde,
dinner at the Lake Grove House.
I section foreman for the Maine Central,
Mrs. Rosina DeCoster died at tbe
In Portland, was overcome while
home of her daughter in North Turnor living
»t work in the yard, and died in a short
Tuesday at the age of seventy-three time. He was 50 years of age.
Mrs. DeCoster has made her
years.
home with her son, Bert, in Huckfleld.
James M. King, 11 years of age, living
She leaves two other sons, L. A. and J in Portland, died Tuesday night of lockΒ DeCoster of Hartford, and one, jaw as the result of a toy pistol accident
Everything
brother, Jabez Dunn, who is the sole of the Fourth of July.
it
survivor of a family of eightvhildren.
possible was done to save his life, but
first death
MUs
the
is
and
This
Mrs. Minnie S. Carver
niece,
was impossible.
Gladys of Auburn, are guests of Mr. in this state this year from the afterand Mrs. B. C. DeCoiifcr.
math of Fourth of July celebrating.
The son of A. G. Atkinson fell TuesIt is announced that the new wing for
day breaking his leg below the hip.
male patients at the Eastern Maine InContractor Kerr of Rumford is exsane Hospital, Bangor, will be ready for
cavating a cellar under the school bouse
It will
occupancy about October first.
as a part of the improvements under
have accommodations for 150. A major
way.
of its furniture will be manuMr. John Shearman of Portland was portion
factured in the State Prison at Thomaswith bis family here over Sunday.
ton. The experiment of using furniture
made at the prison was tried successfully
Pond.
Bryant'a
in fitiing up the wing for the use of
The quarry is running with an addifemale patients.
tional crew of cutters. They bave some
In the United States Circuit Court at
Ave hundred more pieces to cut for the
Portland Friday, Miss Eva E. Bean of
depot at Danville Junction.
The hay crop will be above the aver- Old Orchard was admitted to practice.
of being the first
age in Woodstock. The cut on new She has the distinction
woman to be so honored in this state.
ground is exceptionally good.
Mr. Webster Farnum of Waltbam is She has been reading law for some years
visiting hie parents, Mr. and Mrs. James in the office of Hon. J. 0. Bradbury,
H. Farnum. He will return to Waltham Saco. Somewhat over a year ago she
was admitted to the bar and practice
July 23.
Many summer people have arrived in after passing a successful examination.
the past ten days. All of the cottages Others have been granted such honors,
The Ricker but up to the present she is the only
are occupied except two.
house and Lakeside Cottage are well woman in the state granted the privilege
of appearing in the federal courts.
filled with guests.
Mr. Daniel G. Hayes of Pownal is
Alphonse Demers of Sanford, who was
visiting friends here. He bas been in arrested on a complaint sworn out by
where
the
past year,
Golgona, Panama,
Fred Johnson, charging assault with a
he bas a position in the engineers derevolver with intent to kill his little four
the
likes
Mr.
country
Hayes
partment.
year-old daughter Mabel, in the Sanford
very well and will return there in Aupolice court on Wednesday was found
gust.
of simple assault and was fined
Mr. Edwin Rowe and family of Ja- guilty
$ 10 and costs, which ho paid and was remaica, N. T., are tenting out on the leaned. Demers, who is 18 years of age,
shore of South Pond. Mr. Rowe, who
which he
a revolver
was firing off
is a native of this town, has bought a
contained blanks, but one shot
thought
build
to
and
intends
lot in that locality
struck a rock, the ballet entering the
another season and become a summer
room where the child was sitting, inflictresident.
ing a wound three-quarters of an inch in
the forehead. The child is now considEast Sumner.
ered out of danger.
In tbe death of Orville R. Barrows,
tbe
A couple who started out from Bath
on
which occurred
Sunday night,
10th inst., tbe community has lost an the other evening for a spin in a motor
honorable, useful and most worthy citi- boat had an experience which they
were
zen, whose passing away will be much would Dot care to repeat. They
lamented. Sir. Barrows was a very in- Edward S. Piatt of Cliitondale, Mass.,
dustrious and successful farmer and an and Miss Edith L. McTeer of Bath.
excellent citizen. His whole life has While they were on their return there
been epent on the home farm where he was an explosion of gasoline and the
They had to abandon it
was born and where he breathed bis boat took fire.
last. He leaves a widow, a brother and and attempted to get into the tender,
They had put on
two sisters to cherish with the entire but that overturned.
community, his memory. Age 05 years, life preservers, and kept afioat by them
and clinging to tbe overturned tender, in
5 months.
Dr. Atwood of West Sumner was call- the darkness of tbe night they drifted
ed on Tuesday evening to attend Lester four miles down the river, until, oppoE. Robinson, who has been in poor site Phippeburg their cries were heard
health for two or three weeks. It is and a man pat oat in a boat and rescued
hoped, however, that he will soon be in them. They were numbed with cold,
one of the life preservers had come unbis usual health again.
Dr. Marston attends Geo. Maxim daily tied and had to be held on, and they
for the present as tbe wounds caused by probably could have held out but little
the surgical operations bave to be cared lODger.
for. Mr. Maxim is improving daily.
Personal.
Dr. Ε. H. Andrews was called to see
Selden Barrett on

Sunday, July 10,

who

seriously ill, but is now improving.
Tbe daughter of Mr. Barrett returned
from tbe C. M. Hospital on Tuesday
afternoon, where she had been treated
for appendicitis.
Tbe drouth is becoming quite severe.
was

A PHANTOM COACH.

Eut Bethel.

Bockfleld.

Bethel.

West Paris.
j
George Young report* a yield of 5571

THE OXFORD BEAKS.

ESTA BUSHED USB.

Dick vale.
The electrical etorm of July 10

William Β. Woodbury bas been chosen
superintendent of schools Id the Turner

and Canton district. Mr. Woodbury was
born io Farmington, attended the public
schools in Caetine, and fitted for college
at the Deering High School, graduating
from Bowdoin College in the class of

an ln(·
It I· a Messenger of Death te
lieh Family.
manoi
Up the drive of a certain
bouse situated la one of the aoatbweal

coacb
counties of England a phantom
la alwith spectral borsea and drives.
to the death
ways heard or seen prior
aome
of the bead of the family or of
Important member of It
On one occasion of quite recent years
ladles
α number of gentlemen and two
who formed a portion of the house

MARKED DOWN
In order to clean up stock
sale

Thursday

Saturday.
Two heavy showers Sunday and another Wednesday morning, and it is now
«
pleasant sight to watch the green

eyos.

North Buckfleld.

on

Althea Stetson is visiting her father,
R N. Stetson, at West Sumner.
Frank Warren was hurt quite badly
by a stick flying from a saw.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Hattie
Miilott last week.
Gertrude Warren has returned to her
work at Lewiston
Irving Smith and wife have hired out
for three months to Walter Ellingwood
of Hebron.
Dr. Heald is seen on our streets with
a new auto.

things growing.
The heavy mails being sent daily from
this post office made it necessary for
Station Agent O'Reilly to have a helper,
teen.
and Clyde Young of Bethel is filling
that position.
Albany.
The buildings of Josiah Swett on the
Id the severe thunder shower o/July upper end of Main Street in this village
10th, the barn of N. W. Scrlbner was were totally destroyed by fire at one
burned, also two horses, three cows, o'clock Thursday morning. The cow
West Buckfleld.
three calves, two pigs, fifteen tone of was saved from the barn, but everything
Romanzo C. Lowe died at Andover
was
saved.
was
and
in the house
burnei.
Mrs.
hay, harnesses, etc., nothing
2 after a short illness. He was born
The barn was comparatively new. In- Swett, with a child in her arms, escaped July
Buckfleld until
and always lived in
surance $000; loss $1500.
The lightning through a window. The night was calm,
about two years ago when he sold his
ilso struck several trees, but no great or other near-by houses must have burnfarm and went to Andover to live where
lamage was done. A valuable horse be- ed. Cause of tire unknown.
his sister, Mrs. Mary Newton, and sons
longing to Mrs. Nellie Cross of Greenresided. His remalne were brought to
Mexico.
wood was killed by lightning. Let us
West Buckfleld July 4th for intetment.
Mrs. Helen Hatch, daughter of Enoch
hope there will be no more showers like
Miss Fannie Harlow is at Rangeley for
that for a century at least
Knapp of Rutàford Palls, whose last the season.
P. 6. Sloan has sound Northern Spy vears of life were spent in Mexico, died
Miss Doris Buck is visiting in Dizfleld.
tpplee in his cellar.
Sunday, the 10th inst., at Stillman A.
Mrs. G. H. Warren of North Buckfleld
Reed's, where she has had a home for and Miss Helen Foster of Whitman,
Norway Lake.
several years. Her age was 73 years.
were at Harry Buck's Wednesday.
M les Qoldie Frost and her sister Ada The only near relatives she leaves is a Mass.,
the
week
in
Bethel.
of
Mexico.
She
Preston
visiting
rfpent
past
brother,
Knapp
East Waterford.
Miss Mildred Pottle is at work in the had been a member of the East Rumford
Mrs. M. D. Washburn went to Epping,
office of the shoe factory.
Methodist church many years, and until
Mr. Charles Frost of South Framing- her environment prevented was a zeal- Ν. H., Wednesday to visit a friend. Her
Her brother, J. E. Mclntire, went with her,
ham, Mass., visited his brothers here ous, faithful Christian worker.
funeral was held Monday afternoon in returning the same day.
recently.
There is a large crop of hay this year.
Mr. E. Gerry Dunn of Massachusetts the Virginia chapel at Rumford Falls,
is the guest of his brother, Mr. Elmer Rev. G. B. Hannaford performing the L. E. Mclntire got in more than 45 tons
last week.
Dunn.
religious services. Interment at East
When the shower came ap Sunday
Victor L. Partridge and wife have Rumford, old cemetery.
Fred and Charles Knightly and Mr.
beno staying at his father's for a week.
Thnrston went to get in a load of hay.
J. S. Smith was on the sick list the
Hebron.
The lightning struck the pole shattering
past week.
Mr. A. M. Richardson and Norman
it. The men and horses were not injurRichardson went to Camp Ellia Satured at all although receiving quite a
Locke's Mills.
returned
Richardson
Mr.
day.
Monday shock.
Fino haying weather and a large crop but Norman is spending the week there.
<if excellent hay is being secured.
Dr. Parmalee went to Auburn MonNorth Paris.
Gertrude Merrill of Woodfords was day to attend the fuoeral of Dr. Oakes.
Mr. Buck is cutting H. W. Dunham'·
(he guest of Mrs. L. C. Trask a few days
Mrs. J. C. Donbam and Miss Hazel
last week.
Donham are at borne from tbe Iale of bay.
Frank Kimball is quite poorly and not
Mr. and Mrs. Geft LeGrow and eon of Springs.
much.
Portland are spending their vacation at
Farmer· are getting along well with able to work
David Graves is getting Abner BenMrs. Lena Rand's camp.
Lfceir baying and the weather so far has
son's hay.
Mrs. Dr. Elliott of Berwick is visiting been very favorable for the work.
We were in error last week as to Timlier sister, Mrs. J. C. Littletield.
Bracy Bean and family are at Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Foster and son of Marahall'a through haying.
othy Dnnham's being here. Mr. Dunbam'· sister, Mrs. Hamilton, and chilISast Bethel called at Are! Bryant's Sundren, and Mrs. Charles Dnnbam, are
North Waterford.
<lay.
spending a few weeks at his bouse here.
Horace Littlefieid of Bryant Pond was
Mrs. Chandler Merrill recently saw λ
Mr. Trask is in very poor health and
in town Thursday on basiness.
Dear come near the ben house.
has been able to work only part of the
The road between here and Bryant
her
la
Mrs. Fred Black
daugh· time for several months.
visiting
Pond is the best we have had for years.
:er in Casco.
John Titus, the road commissioner,
In the terrific thander shower which
understands his business.
We understand that C. A. Churchill
passed over this plaoe the 10th, the
:hurch was atrnck, and it is thought tbe bas sold his farm to Maurice Noyes of
West Lovell.
South Paris.
:oat of repairs will be about $600.
Miss Aristeen Lord has gone to the
Mrs. D. B. Dow of Lawrence, Mass
Mrs. Martha Flint paaaed away the
»nd her mother, Mrs. Loretta Churchill
village to work for Albion Heald'· family. 11th.
Alexander Laroque has finished guidMrs. John Tubbs la quite aiok. Her of West Paris, visited at Β. K. Dow's a
ing for Β. E. Brown's guest·.
nother, Mra. Susan Xaaon, la with her. few days recently.
Β. E. Field has bought a new sunMrs. Mildred Fox and two friends of
Fred Black la working for Geo. HobSouth Paris are at their cottage (or a κ>ο haying and Jeaa Littlefleld for Au·· ihsde top riding wagon.
The thunder showers of Sunday afterweek.
ι In Hutobinaon.
W. S. Fox and help are through drivIrnest Nason and Charles Croaby are noon and evening were the heaviest here
ng pulp and are at home.
j] tejping Fred Hazelton with his haying. For many years.
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One Piece Dresses at cost.

our

large

you

styles and

One was the daughter of the bouse.
All retired to rest about 11 o'clock,
over the myssome, uo doubt, to think
of the coach and
terious

nppeurance
Early In the mornbeen dising α telegram, which bad
for
patched too late the previous night
the
delivery, came to band, conveying
of the
intelligence that the only son
wild
house had been drowned while
others to sleep.

ONE LOT DRESSES, Id blue and pink collar made of Val. lace. Sleeves and
inserting
,klrt
dote and stripe· ou white ground, |ace front trimmed with
insertion in fancy shapes on waist and tacked over hlpe. Were $3.9?.
Sale I ce
Fail skirt tucked over hips.
sleeves.
Sale Price #1.98
Were 12.50,
ONE LOT DRESSES nude of jri,b

poplin in rose,
aomely trimmed
sertion in fancy

series of rapidly changing pictures,
sometimes of most exquisite beauty.
Castles, colonnades, successions of
beautiful arches, palaces, cities, with
bouses and streets and church domes,
mouutuius. forests, grottoes, will appear aud vanish, to be succeeded perhaps by t'.cets of ships, sometimes
placidly sailing over tbe deep, sometimes Inverted, while a halo like a
It is
rainbow surrounds every Image.
supposed that the Images are due to
the irregular refractive powers of the
dlQ'ereut layers of ulr above tbe sea,
which magnify, repeat aud distort the

good

Panel front with kilr

line.

values left.

tiounca

headed with the insertion.
sleeves trimmed with large cr
tons.

Were

F: nt atd

but-

Sale pi

«4 75,

ONE LOT DRESSES of w1,!.·
trimmed with t w

oaiUte,

beautifully

.term

Yoke of kce
of Val. lace.
da lions. Several rows of ioB.rti
pin tucks extend from t).
flounce. Waist and skirt ai

together with

rows

of lace,

give fullness.

Were

me-

md
rH

'■·.

i

ed flounce headed with ineer
is made with fine tucks <

tuck-

:

p( to

>kirt

Sale Pr

Several styles of only a few
mentioned here but of
values. The sooner you come
the selection.

to

tened

,·

15.98,

.·

*4

,'ood

1

;

75.
left

■»

not

going fast but there
Remember they are HALF

Our Wool Suite and Coats
some

white and j.ink. hand-

with wide Iri-Î

late ineffect dowr ·'.·> front
Two rows frnrr t»
waist

and sleeves.

pbouomeuon akin to the mirage. It Is
ONE LOT DRESSES of Bates gingseeu in many parts of the world, but
ham in several shades of blue, pink and
most frequently and in greatest perwaUt handsomely trimmed
fection at the strait of Messina, be- lavender,
and
So many con- with lace insertion, tabs, buttons,
tween Sicily and Italy.
Section plaited skirt piped
ditions must coincide, however, that pipings.
even there it is of comparatively «re and trimmed with tabs, and extra good
Sale Price |2 98
occurrence. To ullow of its production value. Were $3 98,
the sun must be at an angle of fort)·
ONE LOT DRESSES of sheer batiste
live degrees witb the water, both sky
white ground with black, green and
and sea must be calm and the tidal in
Yoke and
cause
checks and stripes.
lavender
to
strong
current sufficiently
the water In the center to rise higher
than on the edges of the strait. When
these conditions are fully met the obthe be&hta of Calabria, looking toward Messina, will behold a

both

white and colored.

■

server ou

ging.

hams, percales,

fowling in the fena.
ONE LOT DRESSES of plaid gingIt was uearly forty years before that
ham in blues and tans, fancy lace yoke
the coacb had last been seen, although
and collar finished with tucks, Ince and
seventeen years previously It hud been
trimmed sleeves, a very pretty
heard to drive up to the front door strap
Sain Price 12.75.
dress. Were 93 50,
iu
avenue
the
down
and awuy again
octhis
On
the middle of the night
ONE LOT DRESSES of fine percale
casion the head of the family bad died
in bluee and tan, panel front and bick,
iu bis sleep the next night
waist and skirt fastened together with
tucked belt, a strip of contrasting color
THE FATA MORGANA.
Butextends down the left side front.
with self covered
side
at
tons
through
AI*
to
Conditions That Must Obtain
Has 22 inch kilted flounce.
buttons.
low of Its Production.
Sale Price 92.25.
The fata morgana Is a singular aerial Were #2.98,

aetter

still

are

P.1 ICE.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

ou the Sicilian shore beyond,
the Italians these singular apPrinpearances are the castles of tbe
cess Morgana, aud the view of them Is
to bring good fortune to the

objects
but

to

supposed
beholder.

DIDN'T GET IT RIGHT.
He Thought He Was ■ Student of Hu·
man Nature, but He Wasn't.
"On this trip In," said tlie car conductor abuut 11:30 o'clock at night,
"we'll begin to pick up the beaus.

They

commence

MEN'S SUMMER UNDERWEAR.
Soft and

garments.

leaving their lady-

loves about 11 o'clock. I've seen so
many of them get on the car that I've
got so 1 can tell who has said a loving good by and who has had a scrap
with her. It's In the way they pay
their fare."
The car stopped, and α young man

was

collected, and the

hot weather

SHIRTS.
stripe effects, light

or

grounds.

Prices

All sizes.

$1.00 and 50c.

White Madras sh;rts with collars attached.
Good vacation shirts. Prices $τ.οο and 50c.

HOSIERY FOR MEN.

Silk finish in black and all the most desirable

"There's one," continued the conductor. "I'll get bis fare and then
come back and tell you how I think
he got along with his ladylove."

The fare

Good
silky yarn.
Prices 50c and 25c.

with dark
Cufls attached.

White

stepped aboard.

1900.

and a wretched complexion.
But Electric Bitters always prove a godsend to women who want health, beauty
and friends.
They regulate Stomach,
Liver and Kidneys, purify the blood;

put

we

party at Christmas were startled
tbelr return at dusk to bear the sounds
but the earlier
is
uf several horses' hoofs coming up the The assortment
drive.
Upon turning, all the party
with a come the more varied will be the
saw an old fashioned coacb
team of four white horses advancing
toward tbiMU. Tbey drew aside, and sizes.
These dresses are made of pretty
two
tis the coacb passed tbem the
ladies screamed and fell almost faintmuslins and batistes in
ing lu the arms of tbelr companions.

shades, 25c.

WOMEN'S SWEATERS.
vacation.

Good

Perhaps you need one for
protection, chiefly evenings.

con-

He received the degree of Δ. M. ductor returned to the umn with whom
was from Dartmouth In 1906.
Since graduwest oeinei.
he had been talking.
tbis
section.
in
worst
of
the
many years
ating from college he has been engaged
"The honey-bees hum In the clover,
"They had a fight," he eaid. "I'd alNo
in
struck
the
many places.
The grasses rise and nil,
in teaching in several places. For
Lightning
The rootn βΐ·>ι>» and listens
serious damage was done other than put- past two years he has been principal of most bet she told him to go and never
Ae he bears the brown thrush call.
ting the telephones out of business, ex- the high school in York. He will make return. Ob, I'm a student of human
And the birds elng to me softly.
nature, you bet you!"
The butterfly flits away—
cept at J. H. Lovejoy's, where it made bis home at Turner.
Oh, what could be sweeter than living
a hole through the house, smashed two
Just then another fellow boarded the
This beautiful summer (lay I"
Card of Thanks.
windows, ruined the telephone and left
car.
lie sat down by the "beau."
makes
farmSuch delightful weather
a smell of gunpowder in the cellar.
We wish to extend to our friends and
"Why, hello, John!" the new passeners happy.
Mrs. Elmer Hammond, who was killed neighbors our sincere thanks and gratiger said. "How are the wife and baVan Buren Grover of Halifax, Mass., at South Woodstock, is remembered by tude for their kindness and sympathy iu
bies?"
is visiting relatives in town.
the writer ae an estimable woman, and our sad bereavement.
Mrs. L. E. Allen le visiting her broth- leaves an uncle living in Monmouth and
"All well but the youngest girl," was
Mrs. Cora E. Hardy.
er* in Stark and Groveton, Ν. H.
an aunt living in Weld, besides several
the reply. "I'm going down to the
Mb. and Mkb. Henry Tctti.e.
Miss Annie Dingley is enjoying a vaca- cousins, who are not now considered
drug store now to get her some cough
tion in her hume in South Casco.
The ouly time I ever
near relatives.
A WOMAN'S GREAT IDEA,
medicine."
Miss Ida Stiles of Paris has been visit- visited the state capital and the soldiers'
is how to make herself attractive. But,
The conductor went to the other end
ing relatives and friends in town during home was in company with her brother without health, it is bard for her to be
of the car and stayed there as uiuch aa
the past two weeks.
Harold.
A
or
weak, he could.—Denver PoaL
temper.
lovely in face, form
Miss Grace Ladd and Miss Jessie MurHaying is progressing finely.
sickly woman will be nervous and irAbbie Irish has returned from Portray, after visiting their homes, have reand
ritable.
Kidney
Coostipation
turned to the Whitten & Dennison post- land, where she has been for treatment
poisons show in pimples, blotches, skin
THE BEST THEY HAD.
card house.
of her
Frank Kinnure, who has been spending two weeks with his parents in
Everett, Mass., is expected to return

DRESSES"

ONE PIECE

HALF HOSE.
Guaranteed
$1.25.

Six pairs for
months.

description

of every

for six

HATS
for summer.

J. F. Plummer,
Clothier and Furnisher,

31 Market

South Paris.

Sq.,

éruptions

give strong nerves, bright eyes, pure
breath, smooth, velvety skin, lovtly complexion, good health. Try them. 50c. at

F. A.Shurtleff A Co.'β.

Two moose of Aroostook came into
Houlton one night the last of June for a
celebration. They cavorted on the best
kept lawns of the town cutting up turf
and tearing down sweet pea vines and
other plants and vines. Tbey continued
their nntics all night and in early mornins; seemed heedless of the citizens
They knew close timo was on. At six
a u. they leisurely trotted back to the
big woods.

MARVELOUS DISCOVERIES

mark the wonderful progress of the
age. Air flights on heavy machines,
telegrams without wires, terrible war inventions to kill men, and that wonder of
wonders—Dr. King's New Discovery—lo
:iave life when threatened by cougbs,
colds, la grippe, asthma, croup, bronchiti·, hemorrhages, bay fever and
whooping cough or lung trouble. For
all bronchial affections it has no equal.
It relieves instantly. It's the surest cure.
James M. Black of Asbeviile, N. C R.
R., No. 4," writes it cured him of an
obstinate cougb after all other remedies
failed. 50c. and 11.00. A trial bottle
free. Guaranteed by F. A. ShurMeff 4
Co.
drowned at
Henry Dube, aged 11,
Saoo Monday while swimming in the
Saco River with other boys. The boys
did not know whether he was seized
with cramps or was carried down by the
current which was particularly strong at
was

that point.

A DREADFUL WOUND
from a knife, gun, tin can, rusty nail,
fireworks, or ο#- any other nature, demands prompt treatment with Bucklen's
Arnica Salve to prevent blood poison or
gangrene. It's the quickest, surest healer for all such wounds as also for Burns,
Boils, Sores, 8kin Eruptions, Eczema,
Chapped Hands, Corns or Piles. 25c. at
t. A. Shurtleff A Co.'s.
A

$500.00 Challenge.

An interesting controversy is being

Indulged

in on the Upper Lakes in connection with the relative speed of the
uteamship ''Hamonio" of the Northern
Navigation Co. and the steamer "Keewatln" of the C. P. Ry.
It is claimed by the latter that It has
been demonstrated she oonld speed
faster than the S. S. "Hamonic" and
the Sarnia "Canadian" has ohallengsd two of their contemporaries that the
iteamer Hamonio, the first time she
somes across either the "Keewatio" or
the "Aseinboia" of the C. P. R. will pass
these vesaels and in good faith have de-

posited

a

oertlfled cheque for 9500.00.

/V Κ

Put

It Ail on Exhibition to Make a
Good Impression.

The Norwegians are always trying
to put the best foot forward, and they
do it in reference to marriage as well
as in reference to other matters.
It is said that a young man once
went out to seek a wife and came to

OXFORDS

AND

BOOTS

THIS VERY POPULAR line of shoes is growing
is

plain—they

more

the bist that

tveI7
pop
be t:-ule f°r

farmhouse where there was more month,
The only thing of
wit than money.
which the farmer could boast was one
This must be
new sleeve to bis coat.
made the most of. "Pray take a seat,"
Manufacturers of ot
he said hospitably. "But this room le and ate better than some that cost more.
shockingly dusty," and, so saying, he
grade shoes pay the Sorosis a great compliment by buying them
went about wiping tables and benches
of this line of to >:wear.
That proves to us the
with bis new sleeve, while he kept the own families.
him.
old one behind
We carry a large line of them always.
Ills wife possessed one new shoe
and one only, but she made the most
of It by pushing the furniture In place
with it and keeping the other hidden
beneath her skirts. "It is very untidy
here," she said. "Everything is out of

and the

a

reason

are

$4.00

AND

$3.50

can

igh

superiority

Ε. N. SWEn SHOE CO,,

place."

Then they called to the daughter to
and put things to rights.
But
the ouly new thing she possessed was
So she kept putting her head
a cap.
in at the door and uoddlng and nodcome

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Tolcpljono 11B«B.

ding.

"For my part," she said, "I can't be
everywhere at once."
Thus they all tried to make the

Vacation Clothes.

young man believe that the household
was well to do.—Detroit Free Press.
He 8ees Double.
His name isn't really Guzzler, but
It will answer the purpose, and It is
descriptive. Guzzler bas a habit of
looking up >u the wine when it is red.
frequently to the extent that be can
see two bottles where only one exists.
Now. Guzzler is married, and recently
the stork paid a visit to bis abode.
Several days after the event two of
his friends met. and the following
conversation ensued:
"Hello, old man! Hear about the
doings over at Guzzler's?"
Another birthday party?"
"Su
"Yes. in a way. Guzzler's wife baa
presented hlui wit!, twins."
"How do you know?"
"How do I kuow? Well, I ought to
know. Guzzler told me himself."
"Well, I wouldn't place too much
dependence on It Yon know Guzzler
generally sees double!"—New York

Times.

Life la not

bo

are

showing

weather

order, you will appreciate
of Men's Wearing Apparel we

now, when vacations are in

the

splendid display
; special styles

for such purposes

and fabrics for

wear.

There's several months yet to

choice assortment

on

hand

now

wear a

to

summer

611 your

suit.

wirtn

We've

requirements.

a

Odd

full peg
trousers to help out that coat and vest, many of them in the
Soft
Khaki trousers in two qualities, $r.oo and $150.

style.

Β. V. D. undercollared, thin negligee shirts, 50 cts. and $1.00.
underwear.
Porosknit
wear in unions and single
garments.

Straw and duck hats in all

shape*.

M. B. Foster,

one Price

Clothier,

Norway,
Maine·

abort bat that there li

always time for courtesy.—Emerson.

Who baa deceived thee aa oftaa aa

thyself f—Franklin.

L.
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CASTORIA fvlitetnadCMUm
in ku run» Aim taut

Bearith·

T*

V

Semoir*!

XTxt «xtavA

Good Ch^er meeting Wed need ay tftoi

*

noon

~

SOUTH PARIS.
TKl'NS

Mr. end Mre. J. Arthur
Colley «per
end Sunday with relative» *

Saturday
Augueta.

TRAINS

LKATO

SOCTH

PABIS

east)-5 tw a. M., dally;» 50 a. M
05 p. m., dally ; 7:37 a. h
o*. ei>t Sunday; 4
i· a., Sunday only.
Sri? P. M
,:i>t ui> west)—S»:30a. *., dally;
50 P. M., daily; 10n£J
v eut Sunday; »
vp. M., Sunday only.
.Ιο*!

h,«

y

CHUKCHI·.

,-· -s; c omregatlonal Church. Rev. A. T. M(
.·r. rs.-tor. Preaching service, 10.44 a. m.
Y. P. S. C. Ε. 8Λ
School 11 :45 a.
Kvenlng service 7:00 p. ■.; Churc >
M
K
"■eeilng Wednesday evening: at 7 .30 p. a

tl

are

cordially in

hurch. Kev T. V Kewley, Pastoi
'r>t
tav, morning pnivermeetlng 10-00 A. V.
-ervtce 1υ:45 a. j».; Sabbath Scboc
m. >
p.
»
υ worth League Meeting 6 00
meeting Wednesday evening 7:30; clan
.ng Krvlay venlng 7 JO.
Kev. K. A. I>av!n, Pastor
t Uiurch,
*i.ri :sv. tireachlng service 10:45 a. *.; Sat
:;Λ lJ i; Y. P. S. C. K., 6:15 p. *.
etlng 7 K> p. st.; Wednesday eventni ;
Scat» free
AU ar
-crvlce 7 JO.
,·.
·.

Γ

erwtoe connecte·!,

rj

i

Church, Rev Chester Gore Miller «
treaclilng service every Sunday a
Sunday School at 12 m. Y. P. C. t'

,"*t
m

«

r. *-

m

STATED MEKTINUS.
M -Part
Lodge, So. M, Régula
r<:ee lay venin* on or before full moon
F.— Mount Mica 1 odge. regular meet
:t$'tay evening of eacn week—Auron
κ"ΐ: 'rat snd thlr i Moi day evening.
V month.
K.—Mount lle.san Rebekah Lodge, No
second and fourth Krldaye of eact
•d't fellow»' ila.l.
—W. K. Kimball Poet, So. 148, meeu
thirl Saturday evenings of eact
•n G. A. R. Hall.
κ. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the G. A
!!r«t «nd third samrday evenings 01
ta l.rand Λ rm.v Hall.
Jo-hua L. Chamberlain Camp meet*
Tuesday night after the full υί 'he

H ïinttn Lodge, So, 31, meets
at Pythian Hall.

η lag

A

\

Ktlie Hardy of Haverhill, Mass.,
nest of friends here.
!elen M. Barnes is attending the
su m nier school at Gorham.
B. Greene is visiting relaNew Gloucester and Auburn.
>ra

Stewart and family went
for a stay of a
..> to Orr's Island
M.

\i

The

part ν

includes

Mrs.

trace

Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Cotton have
sold their stand on Park Street to
Thomas Mahern and will return to Bluehill this week where their relatives reside and where they lived before coming
to this village. The change is
on
account of the condition of Mr. Cottone

health.

Efficiency

of South
at

a

jnade

i

damaged.

It is the first time in nearly two years
that a hydrant has been opened for fire
in South Paris village, and is the first
test of our new water system.
To say
that the people of South Paris are congratulating themselves on being the
poHMeseors of such a system, is to make a
mere pansive statement of a very active
fact. The general feeling is that in thi*
one fire the system has made good for a
large fraction of its cost. What would
have happened with a
less efficient
service, is a matter for conjecture.
The burned house was formerly the
homestead of the late Capt. Η. Ν Bolster, and was built by him. It was a
large two-etory house, with a square
tower running up to a four-story height,
and a large stable connected. The place
was purchased
a
year or two since by
Mr. Penley, who occupied the lower part
of it. The family of Lyndon J. Brackett, who have beeu iu town only a few
month», occupied a rent up stairs.
Small
boys and matches were the
cause of the fire, two boys who were
in
the stable setting fire to the
playing
hay in the loft about half-past four in
the afternoon.
When they discovered
what they had done, and that they
couldn't put the fire out, they were
scared, but not wise enough to give an
alarm. Instead of that one of them
started for the factory to tell his father,
and it was some time before the fire was
discovered.
When the alarm was finally given and
people began to arrive, the stable was un

»
ning Tuesday evening, July 19.
-;iV
v. m
The public aro very cordially

jnvited to attend and bring ther Bibles
with them, that we may study the word
of God together.

tinguished without extensive damage.

During all this time the firemen were
making a
fight at the Peoley buildings. It was a good stop, and reflected
credit upon the fire department as well
with which it had to
as the
means
work. The stable was too far gone foj
anything Mhort of a river to oheck it, but
a good stand was made on the bouse,
and while the baok end of it and the
whole of the roof are praotically de
stroyed, quite a portion of the front and
lower part of the bouse is nnbnrned,
though ntit of great value as it stands.
Wkhin three-quarters of an hour the
fire was well under control.
Five linos of bose were laid, from three
hydraut*, two of them on the new
twolve-incb main which comes up Park
Street. As one stream after another
was put on, the force held up without
any apparent decrease. P. W. Bonney
has a gauge on the water at his house,
where, on the morning before the fire, it
showed a pressure of 77 pounds. With
the five streams on, this gauge went
down to 75 pound*. Only once did it go Throwing baseball:
In.
Dunham. Norway Universal et, SM
lower, when for a minute or two, evidently when a hydrant or something
wns <>pen«d, it went down to 73, but at
once Rwung back to 75.
NonW MetbodUt, iB feet S loche·.
At one time, after the fire was fairly
8 In.
Teaton, Norway Congregational,
King, South Parle Unlvereallet, 26 feet.
under control though still burning, the
upper part of the tower on the Penley
8 !«. ! lnche·.
house burst into a blaze, the flame shootDick Lamelle, Norway Cong, 8
jI ieet 5 inches.
ing out from all the windows. Two of
South
Parle
Uni.
King,
the streams were turned upon it and
the
streams,
qu'ckly doused it, and one of
1. ft*. Inch».
as it swung towards the tower, shot into
Hart, Norway Methodist, 16 feet.
Dick Laesi lie, Norway Cong. 16 ft. 111-2 In.
the air several feet above the top of the
flagpole which surmounts the tower.
Chief Engineer Hathaway of the Norway fire department and a nnmber of the
men from the department appeared and
over 15 year·, 9 entries:
tendered their services if needed, but 100-yard dash,
Yeaton, Norway Congregational, let.
the fire was then where it could be
Carl Stone, Norway Methodist, «'«Dick Lasselle, Norway Congregational, 3a.
handled all right.
Time, 12 seconds.
One of the boys who started the blaze
was missing during the first of the ex- 100-yar<l dash for boys, 16 years and under :
let.
Willie Dyer, Norway
Meth^Ut
citement, and in searching for him in
Willie McDanlele, Norway
Methodlet, 2d.
the stable, Mr. Penley got his beard
Floyd Haskell, Norway Universalis^ 3d.
Time, 14 eeconde.
Hnlf-mllc run for men. 6 entries :
Yeaton, Norway Congregational, let.
Hubert Itarker, Norway Congregational, .«l.
Cairns. South Parle Baptlet,3d.
Time, 2 :30.

g£at

The handsome Scotch collie Laddie,
which ha- been at Franklin Maxim s for
the past few years, and which belonged
to his
daughter, Mrs. Sprague of
He
Chicago, died Monday morning.
was not only a valuable dog, but was a
favorite with the family, and needless to
say, they mourn his loss.

U

^

J'v
taV"p»·.?·
J'10-

f

RrWom^0&n...

MSS&ÎÎÏRI
(
ffiprtest. (

Clarence Harry Grover, after a ·βνβΜ
IllneM of four week·, died on the 9th at
the home of hia parent·, Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Ο rover. HU trouble wu with
the Inner ear, and oanaed him Intense
Buffering. He leave· a wife, a fathei
and a mother, eeven brother· and one
■Uter. He was married about a year
IgO.
A chapter of Daughter· of the American Revolution has been formed here,

and named

Abigail

Whitman Chapter,

In honor of the great-grandmother ol
Mr·. H. D. Smitb, the preaent regent ol
the chapter. It waa organized Wedneaday evening by Mra. John Alden Morae
of Bath, at the home of Mra. Smith.
There are eighteen oharter membefa,
and a number of othera are expected to
join at once. The officers are:
Regent-Mrs. H. D. Smith.
Vice Regent— Sdre. Clara Drake.
Treasurer—MIm Margaret llaker.
Secretary—Mrs Lucelia Mernam.
• Historian—Mrs. Edith Baitlett.
Registrar—Mr·. Eva Kimball.
The Odd Fellows are advertialng for
bide for the addition of two etories to
their block on Main Street.
Charles Frost of South Framingham,
Mass., Is visiting hie brother, Asa Frost.
Miss Esther Merrow, who has been
working at L. M. Longley's for the past
few month·, haa returned to her home
in Harrison.
"No fishing" and "No bathing allowed
here" are eigne that appeared one morning in the mud hole on Main Street in
front of the Kimball drug store.
Mies Florence Rideout has returned
from Silver Bay, N. T., where sue went
as a delegate from the T. W. C. A. of
Bates College to the convention
of
Christian workers.
Howard Evira ha· been for a week s
cruise along the Maine coast as the
guest of Albert Pye of Newburyport,
Mass., in the latter'· motor yacht.
Rev. S. B. Cooper of North Brookfleld,
Mass., occupied the pulpit at the Congregational church Sunday.
Mrs. Josie Gary has been obliged to
give up her work at the Advertiser
office because of a spinal trouble. Miss
Esther Klain is at work there.
Ed Sharron has returned from the
hospital, where he underwent an operation for appendicitis.
Donald Partridge has gone to Bemis,
where he has a position in the office of
C. B. Cumminge & Sons.
Miss Agnes Sanborn, who teaches in
Newton, Mass., is with her parents, Mr.
aod Mr». D. S. Sanborn, for the summer
vacation.
......
A pure while swallow which hatched
out in Levi Richardson'» barn this sum
mer attracted considerable attention.
Rev. M. C. Ward of the Universalis!
church is taking his vacation, and ex
pects to go on Tueeday to the home of
M re. Ward's father, John H. Harmon, at
Buxton, to upend the time.
Mrs. Lizzie Crooker and her niece
Ruth Akers, are visiting relatives In
Andover.
Robie Sturtevant of Hebron is in
Smiley'» dry goods store as clerk.
Miss Beryl Young is visiting in Bethel
for two weeks.
....
A. P. Bassett U doing hie haying in

Lovell.
Fred A Dunn Is in the Central Maine

General Hospital at Lewieton.
Mrs. Lavluia (Dunn), wife of Amos
French, died at her home in North Norway July 1st, after a short Illness with
pneumonia. Mr. and Mr·. French had
been married nearly fifty-three years.
Besides her husband she Is survived by
four children, Mrs. Carrie G. Kingman
of Waterford, Chester G. French of Norway, Aldro A. French of Attleboro,
Mass., and Mr·. Angie L. Flint of North

4[entries

bicyclejacc, boys, 6 entries:
Ayer, South Parle Method et, 1st.
Parts MethodUt, 2d.
West
Young,
Gerald Smith, Norway Congregational, 3d.
The relay race and ther tug of war,
which were on the schedule, were omit-

One-half mile

Norway.

In Norway,
JOtlf A §00.

July 10. to tb wle of J. H. Mil

In 8outb Romford, July β, to tbe «If· of
Artbnr Lane, a ton.
Married.

New Sweaters, $2.98 to

In Parle, at Baptist parsonage. July 13, by
Rev. G. W. F. (Till. Mr. Russell B. Swift of
Pari* and Ulu Eihol WoodU of Greenwood.
In Denmark, July 9, by ueonre W. Gray, E»q.,
Mr. Oarroll Webb and M las Ida Kenlso
In Shawnee, Okla., July β, by Rev. P. Rroaddy,
Mr. James H. McClure of Bangor and Misa
Gladys Wiley of Shawnee, farmer!? of Bethel.
In Gorham, Ν. H.. June 29, by Rer. William
Clews. Mr. Walter D. Kimball of Augusta and
Miss Rita May Twitched of Gorbam, formerly
of Bethel.
In Hrtdgton, June 10, Mr. Bdwto Wlnslow of
Otltfleld and Miss Minnie Wadsworth of Hlraon.
In Waterville, Julv 12, Mr. Henry Brosseau of
Rumford and Miss Eva Carey of Waterville.

1 Small Lot Mercerized Gingham, 10c,
Linen Suits, Pongee Coats and
at a Great Reduction.
Don't

Flint.

a

sponsibility ; the strictest supervision
frequent thorough examinations.

Suit Cases.

$7.00.

THE

Frothingham,

seventy
sixty
vestry.
attbelablee, the fire at South Paris In
terfering with the plans of a number of

|

Are

Academy.

the

right
Colby fitting
Three
other New England colleges.
Scientific.
courses—College, English,
to

who would otherwise have been
ball is
present. Ε. N. Swett officiated as toastcal feature?, as the nose and mouth.
Rev. Mr. Colpitts of Portland,
master.
If you have eye troubles, your chilwho had been expected, was unable to
be present, and in bis place sent Rev. D.
dren are more than likely to be
F. Nelson of South Portland. Besides |
affected similarly.
Mr. Nelson, the speakers Included Rev.
K. A. Davis, Rev. A. T. McWhorter and I RED LIDS, STYES,
Kov. T. N. Kewley of South Paris, and
Itcbing Lids, A verni ο η to Study
Rev. M. C. Ward and Carl Stone of Norand Listlessness are sure signs of
way.
eye trouble in children.
Funds.
State School
troubles with
We relieve euch
The state treasurer has completed the
glares.
apportionment of tbe school and mill
fund for the year 1910, as provided by
S.
Chapter 15 of the Revised Statutes, the
this
that
for
available
amount
purpose
year being $840,898 48.
The returns from lion. Payson Smith,
state superintendent of public schools,
show the total number of scholars in
the state to be 213,483, the towns therefore receiving at the rate of 13.07 per
SOUTH PARIS.
scholar.
Under Chapter 177 of the public laws
of 1909 tbe several towns received on the
basis of the number of scholars, in addition to the above, a further distribution at the rate of $1.00 per scholar, and
also an apportionment of $1.10 per thousand according to tbe last valuation of
each town. This is known as tbe common school fund.
Under this distribution Oxford County
receives tbe following totals:
men

The Tennis Season
is here

]

RICHARDS,

|

$35,079 68
27,397 81
1.0·-! 73

fnnd,
fund,
Equalization fund,

School and mill
Common school

22

Total

The several towns and plantations in
Oxford County receive from the school
and mill fuud and the common school
fund amounts respectively as follows:

Common
School snd
Mill Fund. School Kund.
86
440
Φ 29124
$
Albany
554 5Γ.
729 M
An lover
1,489 62
Bethel
1,662 19
6«K) 0*
987 79
Brown field,
738 49
Buckfleld,................ 10.19 36
162 52
188 68
Bvron
694
01
221
86
1
Canton,
MS 24
547 46
Denmark
1,063 17
Dix field
1,211 13
1,221 86
ITryeburg
188 07
182 48
Oliead.
211 OS
95 21
Gnfton
415 Hi
813 26
Ureenwood,..............

1?? 51

Ï5*Z1
610 93

Hanover,

Hartford

Hebron,

Hiram

Lovell,
Mason,
Mexico,.
Milton Plantation,
Newry,

Norway

Oxford,..................
Paris...
Pern,

Porter,
Boxbury,.......
Bnmforu,
Stoneham,

ÏÏÎts^» .?°r?U

HAMMOCKS

These Hammocks
hung in a shady place.
each.
roomy and comfortable, $i.oo to $7.50
At the Pharmacy of

Younger

Jm'

SfhÏÏÎJr *;νβΓ·,1'
nnm7

BOOKKEEPING
NATIONAL BANKING
COMMISSION

TRANSPORTATION
CORPORATION ACCOUNTING
COMMERCIAL LAW
COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC
RAPID CALCULATION
BUSINESS GRAMMAR
LETTER WRITING

Mail

us

Arising ^ Ï'V?!
^Vh

the3r^Γ!lβht,

I

το

$2

$20

Now that the vacation
much

$27,379 81

usudly

find ut

a

If

we

though)

do not have what you want
get it for you in a few

we can

(as a
days.

rule

we

do

$5

buys

Horse
Store.

$3.

CO.,
Norway.

CLOTHIERS.

FLY NETS 1

FLY NETS 1
■

το

NOYES

South Paris.

75c

$1

$7.

H.

F.

I

«mo

AUTO DUSTERS

HATS

PANAMA

a

good Fly Net for your
the

at

Tucker

Harness

I bave all sizes and grades 0f fly nnte in leather, shoe string, cotton and close
nets from 75 cents to $2.00. You should nut drive a horse without one.

woven

James N. Favor, "ZXl'ti;."0"'"
01

Main

Norway, Malm·.

St.,

N. Dayton Bolster Co.
New Line of

WALL PAPERS
ready.

Large line

Term

store.

Investigate Us. See What We Can Do for You.

ia now

Fall

clothing

We Have What the Ordinary Store
Carries—and More.

124 Main Street,
MAINE.
NORWAY,

handsome

has arrived and you are
mar it by not

how ibolish to

comfortable and suitable clothing.

You know what you

Merritt Welch,

our

season

pleasure,

supplying yourself with

regular prices.

LETTER FILING
CIVIL SEVICE PREPARATORY BRANCHES

$4.50

Vacation.

Our Ladies' Undervests at 12 i-2c.
Our Ladies' Night Robes at 69c.
Our Bath Towels at 12 i-2c.
Our All Linen Crash at 10c.
Call and see these goods, they are

PUNCTUATION
PENMANSHIP
SHORTHAND
TYPEWRITING
REPORTING
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTING
DUPLICATING

TROUSERS

το

Right Kind of Clothing and
Furnishings Add Greatly to Your

15c.

illustrated catalog.

Opens September 12, 1910.

Address Bliss Business

Blueberries.

Card cf Thanks.
20.
We wish through this column to exSeason open· Wednesday,
press onr heartfelt gratitude to those
F. KING.
29
who so kindly assisted us during the
sickness and death of onr little loved
one, Gerald Abner; also for the beautiPickers Wanted.
ful floral tributes.
I want a urge number of girls and women to
Mb. and Mrs. Geo. A. Doran.
to pick. They
pick raapberrfes. Fourteen acrea
Gladys Lxbobe Doran.
will be ripe about July 18. The crop at tbla
good.
of
unusually
being
time gives promise
Board furnished
Price pul't, S Rente per quart.
Ton are liable to an attack of some for $2.4fl
Α11 good steady help wbo
Wfek
per
form of Bowel Complaint and should stay until tbe picking la done wl'l be charged
$3.10 per week for boaru. Call on or adprovide yourself with the best known only
HOWARD r. MAXIM,
dreaa
Locke's Mille, Me.
Remedy, Db Skth Arnold's Balsam.
38-30
Farm.
Fruit
Shurtleff
&
Co.
F.
A.
View
Warranted by
Lake

Berry

hvii'*'κ*'·
H»retb.»„rV

OUTING

SUITS

Our Lace Trimmed Collars at 9c.
Our All Silk Ribbon at 19c
Our White Belts, pearl buckles,

this coupon and you will receive

J.

of'?

BLUE STORES.

anticipating

CURRICULUM:

OUR

24711
5,422 7»

115 04

Woodstock
Line >)n Plantation,
Magalioway Plantation,.

positions.

strong,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

You Look at

Offers untold advantages to those interested in securing a
PRACTICAL EDUCATION leading to profitable and influential

are

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.,

is to have

School of Business, Lewiston, Me.,

NETS.

BALLS.

After a hard
needed to enjoy the game.
a rest. You can best obta'n it in one of our
want
game you

everything

2.£8

$85,679 68

Sweden
Upton,

SJ H'?hln*J·
P^s-bly

67* 24
661 17
84 20
1,429 17
163 08
295 39
86
873 87
S 392 57
509 «6
5OT 02
209 83
192 52
51318
252 41
223 22
610 89
406 86
199 42
264 86

Stow
Sumner

Waterford,

567 29
848 95
547 46
95 21
2,709 49
325 29
S73 7S
8,106 30
1,233 (6
3 022 89
852 92
852 92
448 28
6,101 33
226 12
277 6»
729 94
«93 56
281 66
987 79
76167
9124

îiS5?
490
£
305 43

Greatest

Maine's

We have

again.

RACKETS.

and

All We Want
at

Μ",β·

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

The

improper FORM of
shape of the eyeinherited as are other physi-

EVS" UNO·?*' I ,0U™

F. W. SANBORN.

Hereditary.
The

Ο. ·. HOLT. V-PHISIOINT.
Ι. I. ANDRIW8,

H. 0. SMITH. CA8HIBR.

Certificate

$7.50

eyeball.

Directors:

and

Officers

Troubles

accouDt of the

BANK

MAINE.

Ο. N. TUBB8, PRISIOINT.

|

Eye

good

FOUNDED
1872

1910

|

|

NORWAY.

OF

Maine.

Sturtevant Home
Twelve instructors.
Atwood Hall,
accommodates 70 girls.
new, Barrows Lodge and Cook Gymnasium accomodate 1213 boys. All dormitories under tbe supervision of instructors. Rooms in private houses for a few.
Any Hebron
Expenses moderate.
student from your section will be glad
to
school this
to tell yoa where to go
fall.

NATIONAL

NORWAY

on
re-

and

;

With every assurance of security and
service, we invite your account.

Can show you Suit Cases from 90c

Women Grow

successful

of

years

of conservatism and financial

principles

[

|

are:—38

Other factors

banking; direction and management based

Bags,

school.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

OF

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY

W. E. SARGENT, "ώΤ

''Mr'

Undivided Profits and Stock-

Liability of over $155,000.00 form
important factor in the stability of

very

THE

The banner for the track events was
for the second time by the
Methodist school, the standiug of the
several schools being:
Norway Methodlet, «2 pointe.
Norway < ongregatlonal, 48.
29-37
Norwar Unlvereallet. 11·
South Pari* Methodist. 6.
and Mr·. George W. Holmes and
3.
ParlB
South
Unlvereallet,
daughter* are spending a few weeks at
West Pirl* Me'hodlet, 3.
South l'aria Baptist, 1.
"Sunny Side" by the lake.
Mrs. Ruby Greenleaf and eon Richard
The day's final event was a game of
Dandruff Ooee and Hair
have been visiting her When
ball between the winners of tfie two of Everett, Mass.,
drows Abundantly.
forenoon Rames, the Norway Congre- aunt, Mr». L. M. Longley.
Miss Beryl Kn'ght, who has been visit-,
PariHian Sage, America's greatest hair
gatioualists and the Norway Methodists.
has reTbe Methodists protested two of the I ing her cousin, at West Pari·,
restorer, will keep yoi) looking young
home.
and attractive.
Congregational players as belonging to turned
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart W. Goodwin are
at
ι ho Congregational Sunday School
It is guaranteed by F. A. Shnrtleff &
(
their vacation with Mr. Good- Co. to make hair
grow, and stop falling
Norway Lake instead of the school at ! spending
to cure dandruff in two weeks; to
the village, but finally agreed to play if win'· parents at St. Albans.
hair;
E. J. Parmenter and daughter Alice of
they could take on two from tbe Uni·
stop itching of the scalp almost inare making a two weeks !
versalists to strengthen their team. Quincy, Mass.,
stantly.
i
with
l'arhis brother, Optometriet
Parisian Sage is the most invigorating,
After some delay tbe game started un- visit
der those conditions. It was loose, and menter.
satisfying and pleasaut hair dressing
It is not sticky or greasy, it
made.
after the score got to be about 14 to 3 in
makes the hair soft, luxuriant and handfavor of the Methodists, ceased to bo of
some; it is especially praised by women
any considerable interest, and the South
Parisian Sage
who love beautiful hair.
Paris tire alarm called away a part of
is for sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. at
the surviving spectators.
The
bottle.
a
50 cents
Iu the evening tbe laymen's .banquet
girl with
large
the Auburn hair is on every bottle.
wax held at the Norway Congregational
Eye troubles are caused largely on
sat
and
Between
won

yours,

HAINE.

Capital, Surplus,

Blankets,
Fly Nets,
Trunks,

Hebron

Just the

the Colored Lawns for β l-4c.
thing for these hot days.

holders'

Harness,

1804

Suits

ST Α Β I L I Τ Y

I HAVE ON HAND

South Paris,

Light Colored Wool

NORWAY,

A FULL STOCK OF

W. 0.

Great Bargain.

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

A pair of Heavy Harness with ring lugs.
The kind we all sell for 148.
Will sell
for $40. There is a reason for it.
Call
aDd see.
29
CLARKE'S HARNESS STORE.

to

a

forget

Sincerely

Bargain

a

$6.00.

1 Lot Hose Supporters, Just Half Price.

In Hiram, July 7, Mrs. Harriet R. Towle, ged
94 years.
In East Sumner, July 10, Oreille R. Barrows,
aged 65 years, β months.
In North Waterford, July 11, Mrs. Mart a
Id Mexico, July 10, Mrs. Hrl*n Hatch, aged
78 years.
In Norway, July 9, Clarehce Harry Grover,
aged 24 years, 8 months, 11 days.
In Fryeburg, July S, Miss Anne E. Eastman,
aged 83 years.
In Andover, July 2, Romanzo C. Lowe, for
merly of Buckfield.
In Canton, July 8, Mrs. Lydla (Putnam)
Morse.
In Hartford, July 10, Mrs. Annie (Fletcher)
wife of Frank Allen.
In Nortb Turner, July 12, Mrs. Roslna De
Coeter, aged 73 years.

Notes

$1.37.

Children's Sweaters,

Died.

For Sale at

Few

Lee M. Smith and family are spending the month of July at "The Green Term begins Tuesday, September 13.
Dragon," their camp in Oxford.
Write for catalog.
Miss Carrie Tucker is spending her
vacation with her sister, Mr·. Agnee
Address the Principal,
Brown, In Hopkinton, Mass.
MiKS Mildred Bangs is doing table
work at Barker'· camps at the Rangeley

ted·
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One-mile bicycle race, men.
Ken η le Cobb, Norway Methodlet, let.
Krancle Swett, Norway Congregational, 2d.
Arthur Hait. Norway Methodlet, 3d.
Time, 3:07 1-2.
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thell'
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run

Quarter mile run for boys:
Paul Brooks, Norway Congregational, 1st.
Willie Dyer, Norway Methodlet, -a.
Time, 1 :23 1-2.

■J""-

Γ

Simmon?

Quarter-mile run for men. 5 entrlee :
Dick l.assellc, Norway Congregational, let.
Howard Laeeel e, Norway Methodlet, 2.1.
Harold Merrill, South Parts Methodist, 3d.
Tlmo, 1:05.

'f®1'

l^e

ftjl

220 Tarde for boys, 8 entries:
.h_,ut let.
Willie McDanieH, Norway Methodlet,
Paul Brooks, Norway Congregational, 21.
Willie Dyer, Norway Methodist, 3d.
Time, 30 eeconde.

ÏLon

c;'raraittee

boat,

bovs. 7 entries:
Willie McDanlele, Norway Methodlet, let.
Willie Dyer, Norway Methodlet, 2d.
Kloyd Ha<*k ill, Norway Unlvereallet, 3d.
Time, 2:55.
220 yards for men, 5 entrlee :
Aaron Yeaton. Norway Congregational, 1st.
Dick Lasselle, Norway CongreKatloual. -'l.
Howard I.aseclle. Norway Methodlet, 3d.
Time, 2S 3-4 seconds.

■

^

Except for
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a somewhat torrid degre*
the weather of Tuesday wai
«· good m oould be desired for the an
nual field day of the Oxford Countj
Sunday Sohool Association, wblch w
held at the county fair grounds. Tht
•ports of the day were well oontwted,
and everybody seemed to enjoy the oc·
oaalon. The attendance wae considerably lee· than laat year, but waseufflcienl
to warrant the forecast that the day will
be oontlnaed as an annual event. A
picnic dinner wii eaten on the grounds
at noon.
The Lumley Caetle Band play
ed in the stand during the afternoon.
Two ball game· were the flrat event!
on
the programme.
On the lowei
ground· the Norway Methodlet Sundaj
School played a nine picked up from
South Pari·, seven Innings by agreement,
the score being 8 to 0 In favor of the
Norway Methodist·. At the same time
on the upper ground· team· from the
Norway Congregationallete and the Norway Universaliete played, aleo a sevenInning game, the Congregatlonaliets
winning 6 to 0.
Track events were a· follow·, tne
points counting as usual, δ for first, 3 for
second, and 1 for third:

some of the house· were on fire t
of Time*, all of them were ex-

The town has been awarded the contract to build this year's section of the
state road, and the road commissioners
Of the town will attend to the matter a.
The work will be consoon as possible.
tinued toward the Square from the point
where it stopped last year, at the Norway Branch crossing.

ig

ANCE.

Hard-fought Blaze.
roofs of
number

Κ VI NT, THOUGH NO!
YEAB'S LAB6E ATTEND

A

Boni.

NOBWAT.

Day.

ENJOYABLE

WITH LAST

Paris Water Service Proved

L E. Scruton, having completed his
γεν ley's stable, about the time the firemen got to vtobk.
contracts on water works and sewer with
l i t Π moey is visiting her graod(Photo by E. L. Greene.)
the village and the town, ii'
Mr. and Mrs. Lot E. Keene, in
j
tools and implements and
!tiii-ld.
Bu·
and wax otherwise burued, and
which was in his shacks here to>\olt Hre all over. By the time the apparatut- singed
Walker and Master Harold of boro Ν. H., where he has a contract to , was at hand and water could be got inl- cime near getting penned in by the tire.
visited relatives in town a put in a cement dam and water works, and there was no delay about it—th^ The boy was found not long afterward.
\V
Quite a part of Mr. Penley'e furniture
buildings on both side*—those of Mr*
is s iust week.
few
and will use the lumber there.
the Judge Deering house, on wax removed from the house. A little
Woodbury,
A. West is driving the cart of
Not at til scared by the shower of the south, and those of Grinflll Stuart ο», of that belonging to the Brackett family
Leon Saturday forenoon, which was just a the north—were in serious
I I'nion Tea Co. which
:
f
danger. Tbi· wax got out, but most of it bad to be left
s Ins heretofore had.
IV
nood dust-layer here, nine members of Woodbury stable was blazing, and it was in the house. A portion of thin was
the Fan-Tan Club and two guests went ntcessary to turn the stream on that found to be Htili in condition for use,
'V. Tuell of Bethel and Miss
on their tield day trip to
for a short time before attention could though damaged by water. The furni->n (roru California have been
Saturday. They enjoyed a good shore be given to the Penley stable where the ture in the Woodbury house, in which
J. II. Bean's for a few days.
11
dinner at the Lake Grove House, put in tire started.
three families live, and in the Stuart
V
\. Bonney and family and Π. a part of the afternoon shopping, and
hou?e, was carried out, and naturally
ii and family are occupying a
ο
\V :
had a very enjoyable day, returning
Ibrr damaged.
A strong south wind was sweeping more or
weeks.
for
two
Island
train.
the
ot:.ι
Alley's
Chief Engineer Bowber maintained a
evening
sparks from the burning stable in tLe
with
several men at the Penley
watch
Mrs. Ε. X. Haskell and Mr.
Mr. u
It is now a month since any rain has direction of the houses above on High
house Tuesday night. Twice on Wedand Mrs. -eorge C. Fernald have been (alien here, except on two or three occa- Street, all dry as tinder, and the outlook
the wind fanned an unseen
speoiiuir u e past week at Mr. Haskell's sions just enough to lay the dust for the was decidedly promising for a conflagra- nesday
and a hose
the drought is getting severe tion. Every house but two on Uigl· smoulder into a smoking fire,
camp.
day
whs put on to wet it down, and a watchIt is verv dusty, and the crops are auffer- Street, from the Penley house as far
Robertson
Mr. ά
Mrs. George D.
man was kept on duty Wednesday night.
This has been a remarkably good north as Porter Street, was on Are in one
ami ·!:, ghter Miriam are spending a
It is too bad to have to relate it, but
The bouses of Lester
I- «««"«ft·
or more places.
Falmouth
at
week
two at a cottage
thieves were abroad Tuesday uight. A
it has gone into the barns, Yi hat grass, A. West and Mrs. Nellie Powers were
Fore? -le.
of Mr. Penley's goods, which
is still standing, aud there is quite a lot not tired, but a hammock hanging under portion
across the street into
>·
ν of the Camp Oxford bovs were of it, is
the piazza at Mr. West's had a hob- had been carried
ripening fast.
Moore Park, were left there for the
here Thursday oa a tramp to
burned m it. The large barn of Η. Ν
Frimeeting
The l'niversalist parish
of them disappeared
Porter on the corner of Porter Street hart night, and some
Mica, aod again Friday on their
day evening voted not to accept the res- a hole burned through the roof and th·- during the night.
»ay back.
as
Miller
Gore
of
Kev.
Chester
ignation
tire dropped into the barn floor, setting
··'' l'aria people who were in the pastor, but instead to give him indefinite
Mr. Ponley had an insurance of $2700
to bay there, but prompt action dis
and Concord Pond» leave of absence. Mr. Miller and bis tire
■•at Shagg
of it. Sparks and cinders were on his bui'dings in the agency of W. J.
posi-d
all
are
of
the
Montana
(he
first
for
agreed
will
start
10th,
night,
«y
family
carried a considerable distanco farther Wheeler A Co., which is considerably
1
the thunder shower of that night August, he occupying the pulpit for the
le«s than their value. Ho had no inin that direction
''
worst one in their experience.
as usual.
next two Sundays
During
A host- was run across to High Street surance on hie furniture. Mr. Brackthe church will be closed, and
August
muare
tie afternoon» and evenings
from the factory of the P.tris Manu- ett's furniture was insured in Wheeler's
be heard
Ke- later some one will probably
·! in the middle of the village.
Co., and the company's fire aeency for $500 In the chamber of the
facturing
a
call
to
the
a view to
possible
pulat 1 o'clock with
nt reals for Esther begin
pump was set to work to protect the stablo were stored some household goods
of
church.
the
was
!:
and continue with sufficient pit
property along the street. In addition belonging to Elmer L. Aldrich, who
in· rrnission for supper until 10 or later.
Their friends will be interested to to this, at about every house a garden formerly here but is now at West Paris
learn that Kev. II. P. Forbes, I). D., and hose was put on the roofs, and ladders They were a total loss· insured with C.
ork has begun on the repairs on the
Mrs. Forbes, of Canton, Ν. Y., sailed were in great demand.
Although the E. Toi m an & Co. for 1400.
M *e
bouse,
purchased by A. L. from Boston on
Wednesday last for
1
Besides general repairs, the
nies.
Europe. Both of them go as delegates
*
< done will include the raisiné of the
Esther, the Beautiful Queen.
Damage by the Shower.
from Universalis! buiies in America to
r
bouse a few feet, the addition
',f
The shower of Sunday evening, the
Good progrès* is being m.»rie in t lie
Free Christianity
of
World
the
Congress
of
>arh room, and various lesser items
who saw auy part
and Kt ligioiis Progress to be held in Ber- prépara:ions fur presenting the cantata 10th, which everybody
above title, which will be put of it seerus to agree was the worst one in
'f ling to the Kennebec Journal,
\
lin, from Aug. 6 to 10. They will be witîi the
time next week, by local talent years, was apparently most severe in a
>«rries, raspberries and blueberries g'>ne about two month·, much of the on some
who section of northern Oxford County, its
w ripe in Maine
Well, Maine is t'ine being spent in travel and sight- A. H. N»uvti»n of Everett,
are
them bas for some time made a specialty of worst manifestation* being about in tbe
Λ Κ'
it state, especially wheu the ber· seeing.
Their itinerary takes
It exthis for the stage, has been latitude of Milton Plantation.
ripe, but it would bother the through parts of England, France, Ger- preparing
and Italy. They liere for the past week, holding rehears- tended only into tbe extreme northern
'·· '»<»! man to Hnd
any considerable many, Switzerland
was
it
of
>n
and
and
will
town
end of the
evening,
Paris, though
will sail from Naples on their return, als every afterno
4 1
y of ripe blackberries as yet.
it in ready, lie it> an ex- heavy at points both east and west of
are due to arrive at New York Sept. continue until
and
ν .v-rtised letters and carde at South
the town.
pet tat the work.
15th.
1 »n< p.i$| office :
The cantata tell* in song the beautiful
Lightning struck in many places,
A committee of Paris Grange are in- story of Queeu Esther, a* given to us in though not a large number of buildings
M-· \ nnle Croît.
a
Grant
(«·»«!)
Alphoiiso
vestigating the question of securing
the Bible, with the proper Oriental get- weie burued. The largest Are was that
* E. l.e.vltt (card).
lot somewhere nearer the middle of the ting. It has long been a favorite for which burned the farm buildings of
v' >ry Jordan (ear.1)
J?'"
hall
of
their
site
than
the
™
village
present
>'erk!n*.
and
societies. Alton Ames in Sumner, as reported last
convention*
musical
Mr», tow Wheeler (card).
with a view to building on it at some
Twenty-nine years ago it was put on in week. Tbe stock was saved, but tbe
future time. This does not mean that South Paris, and some of those who buildings and most of tbe household
8. K. Davie, P. M.
there is any present prospect of building
sang it It then are now renewing thoir goods were burned.
Democrat waa not alone in its
a new hall, but simply that there is a
At Newry the spool mill of J. A.
youth in ite second performance here.
s»mc nu-lits regarding the doves, and war
out
for possible
to look
disposition
As presented here this time, the can- Thurston was burned, together with
η them early last Tuesday morufuture needs. The hall now owned by tata will be much moro elaborate and quite a quantity of stock, causing a loss
I he ifreat number of the birds
!Dthe grange is farther from the business scenic than before. The full cast will of about §3000.
*■r
"t that morning, and an occasionthe village thau would be pre- number nearly a hundred people, inThe barn of N. VV. Scribner in Albany
In center of
a
"e t»a« since been knocked over.
ferred, and the hall, while sufficient for cluding a children's chorus of forty. was burned, with the stock which it con»
»
>ut seventy have been disposed of.
for
is rather small
Besides the solo parts there is a large tained, as related elsewhere in this
Inci- ordinary occasions,
»n
are but few if any left.
Pomona and special meetings where chorus, a guards' drill, tambourine drill, ! paper.
■1
'y they have furnished a good there is a
the
in
attendance,
large
Several buildings in Rumford were
children's chorus, marches, etc., which <
®ea. r.»r a number of people.
natural conrse of events a new hall will will
greatly increase the effect. To give strack, and some people were affected
< »r es Robinson, w ho was formerly come some time.
more room, the floor of the stage in New by the shock, but tuere was no fire, and
'tf >r<J, but hae for some time bet?υ
Hall has been extended four feet at the no serious damage.
BOLSTKK OlSTKICT.
In a number of other places about tbe
rhe Cumroings Manufacturing Co.
front, and the platforms at the right and
W,V
a*
left of the stage will be used as part of couuty the lightning did more or less
wksruith, met with a bad accident
is
of
Auburn
Abbie Bryant
spending
λ ο. rty morning of last week.
He went
the stage to give more room.
damage, most of which is reported by
the summer with Mrs. I. D. Cutumings
s
In fact, in the history of amateur per- our correspondents in the several towns.
rway on an early car, and in NorAt Keddiug, in the north part of SumMrs. Alfred King is at Kingdale where formances at South Paris, it is doubtful
village, seeing a man to whom he
there
"Ρ··*, he got off the car rath- she expects to pass the remainder of tho if there is anything more elaborate or ner and the edgeof ofhailWoodetock,
in an afternoon
er
involving more work in its preparation. was a heavy fall
suddenly, and did not wait for It to summer.
of
some
The cast of the cantata Is:
shower, which badly damaged
fully. He stepped off at a disWill Merriam and family of South
Mrs. H. K. Wilson. the growing crops, and may bavo caused
the Queen
Ksther,
»ge, and went down and broke
O.
Mass were guests at Mrs. A.
\V. R. Klctcher. serious injury to tbe apples, an imAhasuerus, the Kin#
hi" hom» Acton,
WiM Ukeo
Wheeler's last week.
Unman, the King's Counsellor, and Overin that vicinity.
"> t.-.f Williams boose, so called, and is
seer of the Realm
George A. Krlggs. portant crop
Roy E. Cole.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Waterhouse went Mordecal, a Jew
f*irly well, though suffering someMrs. Luelln Smiley.
Zeresh. Hainan's wife
at ,r"™ the shock of the accidcnt as to Auburn last week
They expect to MordecM'*
Co. D Clinches the Trophy.
Mrs. A. C Wheeler.
sister
.
Well
M rhe fracture itself.
return this week and commence houseMiss S. M. Wheeler.
Prophetess
P.
the
W.
Morton.
Mrs.
iu a rent at
A Median Princess
village.
1 Merrin of Portland, who keeping
THIRD AND LAST
Mrs. M. L. Noyee. WINS IT FOB THE
«oitle id Sooth Paris and engage in
Grover Brown, who has been teaching
TIME AT WAKEFIELD.
here
arrived
the
ve m a short time, has bargained in Porto Rico
8. C. Foster.
past year,
Harbonah,
of the Congregational last Wednesday and will spçnd bis vaci
ILi,»,h Mwnnls.
S.
J.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
the
his
of
with
Mon
In tbo New England rifle tournament
parsonparents,
Purchase
Albert E. Dean.
"J
■legal
at Wakefield, Mass., last week, Co. D,
paruh °owh°|de· it·» Brown.
L. H. l'aughraty. I
HeraM,
far ** Dr Morrill »nd
Second Regiment, N. G. S. M., of NorMr. aud Mrs. C. Β Foster and son Persian·, Jews, Pages, Guards, Maids of Honor,
th.
an agreeare c00c®rned
etc.
way, again won the First Corps Cadets
and Miss Anna rampbell of
Mrs. Cora 9. RrlgRS, Pianist.
of "'as been reached, and the matter Raymond,
trophy. This is the third successive
Mass., were guests at J. S.
Everett,
as
Wednes-1
set
been
the
»'» be submitted to
for
have
The dates
the parish
year the trophy has been held by
Brown's last Friday and Saturday. They
and Friday, July 27, 28 company, and it now belongs to the comraffine to be held
Thursday
day,
their
in
last
Everett
from
Thursday
?
u
th..
In last
Merrill came
Dr.
and 28.
evening.
pany by virtue of that tact.
automobile en route for their summer
mdu
Maine Medical
match Co. D made a score of 315,
rom the
week's
Co.
Paris
Trust
Annual
Meeting
home in Newry
lSt ·?Θ*Γ' Μίί hM SinC® beeU 1°
its nearest competitor being Co. 6, Fifth
Tbe annual meeting of the Paris Trust Massachusetts, with a score of 306, and
0eueral Hospital, where be
Good-bye to tbe Old Church.
Company was held at the banking rooms nine other company teams having
term on tbe ,®'4t day of this
Directors were
ra
smaller scores. In this shoot the score*
a c"u,,in oi
Arthur Col- I Α. Ε Sburtleff purchased the old Wednesday afternoon.
Γ's ewe· Iu> andentood
elected as follows: Geo. K. Morton,
lev f ii
were as
Methodist church, and the work of de- William J. Wheeler, George M. At wood, of tbe members of Co. D's team
fbat
follows :
wi" n,ake ^P'o"*- molishing it began Wednesday morning.
C.
Alton
Wheeler,
N. Dayton Bolster,
06
* " th* purchlM,e is Mr. Sburtleff does not intend to reconCapt. M. P. StUee,
59
Lucius C. Bates, Sumner E. Newell, first Lieut. L. H. Daughraty,
c°osuramated.
struct tbe building anywhere, bat will
M
A.
Mar-ton,
Lieut
C.
W.
Second
George
Cole,
Jr.,
John B. Robinson,
from
M
material
resulting
tbe
A. E. Whitehead,
tbe delusion which they dispose of
William P. Potter, Winiield S. Starbird, Q. M. Sergt.
61
Much of tbe outside finSergt. H. u. Fleming,
Fernald.
"on,e of the Maine the wrecking.
Geo.
C.
A.
Frederick
Heidner,
been taken off. Most of
of
consista
some here are doing ish has already
committee
executive
The
has been removed from the
tbe
State Teachers' Examination.
worst of tbe brown- the furniture
Geo. R. Morton, William J. Wheeler,
has been taken oat,
tail Mm
»^use there was one ; building, the organ
The regular annual examination of
weut George M. Atwood, N. Dayton Bolster,
clock
town
the
and on Saturday
Alton C. Wheeler, Winfleld S. Starbird, candidates for State Teacher»' Certifiany were seen around I
and the bell was
tbe ι ,,h(.
" Lewl"^ a «bout went 'out of commission
Geo. C. Fernald.
cates will be given Friday, August 26,
of
number
a
be
will
It
IP
were pask for thi" y®ar, and taken dowr.
The officers of the Trust Company are: beginning at eight o'clock A. m., at the
clock
the
hear
shall
we
before
tueir
lL" months
*° much
President—Geo. R. Morton.
following named places: Aubnrn, Au\*T*
Itat Vear
By the end of tbe
Vice-President—John B. Robinson.
UD(,oubte(,iy or the bell again. will
gusta, Bangor, Bath, Belfast, Biddeford,
look
and Clerk—Alton C. Wheeler.
Secretary
church
probably
the
week
*°uld no longer need to
'Calais, Ellsworth, Fort Kent, Honlton,
Treasurer—Geo. C. Fernald.
wreck.
a
^ re< k,«-li
like
much
If Lpwi>toc acts on
Milbridge, Milo, Norway, Portland,
In
ι|);"
This church was built in 1848.
KEEP THE KING AT HOME.
tWn ^ troubIe
Rockland, Skowbegan, Van Buren.
acd the veetry built
raised
was
it
1874
M ,hick
'®0'1
Examinations will also be given at
"For the past year we have kept tbe
In 1888 the building wan
»"τ time
Were ,a'4t year· ^a' underneath.
of all laxatives—Dr. King's New ! such other places as any ten candidates
King
tbe
assembly
?
there art. n ®T'rt^eless
'
of them quite extensively repaired,
a lot
our home and they have i may desire and agree to attend.
substituted for the formet Life Pills—in
arnuBd «v
Persons desiring to take this examlna"nd " '0ϋ wni chairs were
a blessing to all oar family."
were
proved
new
furnishings
some
and
examine
of Buffalo, Ν. T. tlon should apply at onoe for registering
specially in th« pews,
aome 11800. ; writes Paul Matbulka,
▼ ciQit* „#
of
coat
total
a
at
1
"
't will be »ur· put io,
but sure remedy for all Stomaoh, blanks and circulars of information.
'Γ0
waft put in, and a Easy,
Prieiotf jf
1
Patson Smith.
01 ^od a lot of them The new pipe organ
Liver and Kidney troubles. Only 25c. at
on to accommodate it, about
built
'•y'oK their
loft
State Supt. Pnblio Schools.
»ot done
F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.'·.
since.
too
^ P'ubablj by some year·.
year·
week.

AN

of

There will be a series of tent meetings
held bv the Seventh Day Adventistsatthe
corner of Paris and Fair Streets begin-

jI

Neer"—
••Twlxt you and me
That'* what they !>e
whole-souled neighbors such as be.
—Blakeoey Gray, In Success Magazine.

party of young women went Mon-

Plnmmer, Miss Helen L. Chapman, Miss
Blanche^ Barrows, and Miss Josephiue
Cole. Others will join them later.

1

a

Sunday.
was reported

two.

.VIy Neighbor.

We talked and laughed,
And grinned and chtffed.
with me and till the light grew dim
1 .ι >ked with him.
And when 'twas o'er
1 sought his door.
ked hoinc through the evening clear,
ed that be lid well to call a chair

Miss Olive C. Swett and Miss Sara I.
Swett are tenting at Penneeseewassee
Lake, and expect to spend most of tin
remainder of the summer there
Misa
Florence M. Richardson was with them

day morning to Bailey's Island, where
they will occupy a cottage for a week or

every

"Set down," said he,
W hen greeting me.
>.ee ye back
Bring up a cheer,
And -et down here."
1
did
straightway
was bid,
Λη
>< up tue most convenient chair
!.· the genla! stove, anil "set" down

Mrs L. S. Woodbury wishes to express her gratitude to the tiremeu and
all others who assisted in saving hei
property when it was so seriously
threatened in last Tuesday s tire.

It
in the Lewiston Sun
last week that the selectmen gave orders
to have the doves killed in South Pans.
The selectmen wish to state that tbey
have had nothing to do with the killtug
of the doves in Sooth Parie whatever.

-Parts Grange, from May 1 to »ct. 1,
the
.1 thlr·' Saturday, durt
: ".e year, meets every Satur .ay. In
ίΙ.ΛΪί.
,.C —Second an t fourth Mondays of
eonth.
·. I*—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181,
I and fourth Wednesday evenlngj
:.onto.

days

Re*. E. A. Davis of the Baptist chnrcl
and Rev. A. T. McWhorter of the ton
arejjational churcb made an all-rtay ex
change on Sunday-morning and evening
services.

Th· Sunday School Pie Id

Penley's House and Stable Burned

The stable of C. Freeland Penley, at
what in known as the Capt Bolster place
on
>
High Street, waa burned flat Tuesday
Misses Addie and Lottie Giles ar
spending a portion of their vacation a t afternoon, and the house connected with
it was gutted and the roof practically
Bailey's Island.
burned off. The buildings of Mrs. L. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert D. Park hav
Woodbury on the south, and of Orinflll
been upending a few days at their camp > Stuart on the
north, which stand quite
Monticute, at Sbagg Pond.
near the burned buildings, were someKay E. P 'meroy of Lewiston, a formei what scorched. Not less than ten other
principal of the South Paris Grammai houses, some of them at considerable
School, and a graduate of Bates Collegi distance, were set on fire by flying
this year, was here a few
last wee· sparks, but none of them were seriously

over

■

η

C. P.

Mr. and Mrs. Smart of Woodfords ha*
been guests at Geo. R. Morton's for 1
few days.

KULWAY.

Commencing June 19, 1910,
t.

Mis* Rit» Fogg of Gorbein, Ν. Π., 1
her annt, Mrs. H. K. Wilson.

visiting

SOCTH PARIS POST OfTICB.
7 :» A. M. to 7 >80 p. M.
oece Hour·
08AMD

et 2:30.

July

College, Lewiston,

Me.

STATE OF MAINE.

RUGS AND
ART SQUARES.
LINOLEUMS
for kitchen,

dining

TO LET.
Any parties wishing a cottage by the seaside
can And a clean, convenient one by Inquiring of
I. M. CUBT18.

room

and

chambers; Are sanitary and
We have a
wear like iron.
large line. Call and see them.
A new stock of

LACE CURTAINS
AND PORTIERES.

Executive Department, (
Augusta, June 28,1910. (
Notice la hereby given that a Petition for tbe
Pardon of Albert 0 Sanborn, a convict In the

Kennebec County Jail under aentence for the
crime of Assault, Is now pending before the
Governor and Council, ana a hearing thereon
will be granted In the Council Chamber at Augusta, on Friday, the twenty ninth day of July
next, at 10 o'clock A. M.
J. E. ALEXANDER,
Deputy Secretary of State.

of

The sale of Wall

Papers

at

half-price is off.
Carpet cleaner

We have the American Vacuum

35 MARKET

South Paris,
7-V

-

SQUARE,
-

to sell

or

to

let.

Maine.

Free!

Free!

-

THE LAND OF
PUZZLEDOM.

Free!

-

A KING KINEO RANGE.

No. 985.—Combination Puzzle.
Id each of the following sentences ι
word Is concealed, the definition of
whicb will be fouud lo the saine senWhen these are rightly selecttence.
ed and placed one below the other the
primais and finals when read oue after
the other will naine a substance used

for architectural decoration:
1. At the hospital Clara saw a mineral.
2. I bought a leech of Henry because
be explalued the meaning of a rever-

berated sound.
3. She tried au ecru stain to cover up

the red crust
4. I ran to tell you that the man is

beginning

{ZOO down and $2.00

5. Do you think Ann a good name
for a girl?
No. 986.—Charade.
Clothed In my whole of softest, richest
dyes,
A lady sat by me, a vision rare.
1 saw her start and In a moment change
Into a charming picture of despair.
1 said: "If first can your distress relieve.
Permit me. May a second stranger dare?'
"A second stranger has me of my first
relieved.
1 thank you. sir." she laughed.
"He'll find within my purse
Enough to pay his trolley fare!"
—Youth's Companion.

THE PERSON bringing the largest number
of this entire advertisement to Hobbs' Variety
tv. Wednesda;
Wednesday,November
Store, Norway.
receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo
will
P.
3
M.,
at
Ask your
Range, valued at $60.00, FREE.
advertisement
this
friends to begin to save
for you.

23,191$
*

*

m

ru

No. 987.—Enigma.
It splash Into the stream

She saw
And heard Its voice acclaim the spring.
She gave a foolish little scream
And called It "horrid, nasty thing."

Mutin I Jii ji Mcjj

Whereas, the wrap she likes to wear
These whimsical attachments shows;
Braided and looped to make one stare.
She says she bought It Just for those.

VJ

AUGUSTA.
BANGOR.
PORTLAND.
the BANGOK DAILY VEWS, io 2-3
l)urii>K the y.-ar ending M;iy 1, 191U,
uf wtutleuto uf this institution acceptinjf pois»uen, sjave UN Κ or MOKE instances
Free
No payment iu advance.
Our Position I)«*p»r'ment can help you.
sition*.

Catalog.

And. struggling hard to break away.
She wrenched and tore her dainty boot.

prancing on the knoll.
Would surely prance but 111 without
them;
He carries one In either sole.
But never stops to think about them.
Her pony,

LOVERS OF MUSIC
perpetual pleasure

will find

but admires them ; no
interested in the price.
We will

grive you quality and

you money

save

COMPANY,

A

TOLMAN

E.

C.

MAINE.

PARIS.

SOUTH

schoolroom.

No.989.—Illustrated Numerical Enigma

the same time.

at

No. 988.—Word Square.
η bony fish.
My second
Is a swift aniiual. My third are parts
of your body.
My fourth Is In every

My first Is

No musician
but is
one

perfect pianos.

from our

STANDARD
SEWING
MACHINES.

Cooling Drinks

and

STRAWBEBBY

Maah fine and

South Paris.

You Can Have a Model Kitchen
L£!L

New Per/cction

In this puzzle the words are pictured
The answer,
Instead of described.
from Ben Jonsou. consists of thirtyIt Is a quotation that
four letters.
may be heeded by those who are too

FLAM t

Oil Cook-stove
is the latest

or

No. 990.—Charade·.

j My

elaborate dinner without heating the kitchen.

Boils, bakes,

ambitious —St. Nicholas.

It will cook the most

practical, scientific cook-stove.

roasts better than any range.

Ready in a second.
collapsible

towel rack, and every up-to-date
feature imaginable. You want it, because it will cook any dinner and not
beat the room. No beat, no smell,
□o smoke, no coal to bring in, no asbe·
It doea away witb tbe
to carry out.
drudgery of cooking, and makes it a
Women witb tbe light touch
pleasure.
for pastry especially appreciate it, because they can immediately have a
quick fire, simply by turning a handle.
No half-hour preparation. It not only
is less trouble than coal, but it costs
less. Absolutely no smell, no smoke;
and it doesn't heat the kitchen.
rests,

J
iWhTfrfoC,

The nickel finish, with the turquoise
blue of the enameled chimneys, makes
the stove ornamental and attractive.
Made witb 1, X and 3 burners j tbe 2
end 3-burner stoves can be had witb
or without Cabinet

Cautteaary Note : Be aur«
you gat this atove see
the oame-plate
that
reaUa "New Perfection."

Every dealer everywhere If not at γ oar»,
write for Descriptive Circular to the oearesl
agency of the

Standard Oil Company

first,

a

woril

i
most

11.
first each morning greets the ear
With sweetest music rich and clear,
My second will the rider need
To urge along his lagging steed.
While tnld old fashioned tlowers mayue
The petals of my whole you'll see.

j

!

I

j

1.
2.
3.
4.
sel.
5. To wed and η tuerai.
G. Au animal and to slide.
7. A kitchen utensil and a letter.

Puzzlsdom.

Key
No. 977.—'Transposition : Decomposer,
recom posed.
to

978.
Beheadings aud Curtailments.
1. Covert, overt, over, cover,
eove. 2. Esquire, squire, quire, ire.
No. 979.—ChHrade: Muff, lu; mufflu.
No. 9S0.
Anagram: Late death of
No.

INSURANCE.

Mark Twain.
Picture Puzzles: A-corn.
No. 981.
acoru; sad-1., saddle; smile-ax. smllax;

AUTOMOBILE,

EMPLOYERS'

—

PUBLIC

AND

spiu-U. spinach.

LIABILITY.
STEAM

No. 982.-Hlddeu Pnrts of the Bead:
Kar. eye. hair. brow, tongue, lash.
9S3.
No.
Diagonal. Kipling. 1.
3. Copper·. 4.
2. Pillows.
Kindred.
Village. S. lut-line. U. Vermont. 7.

BOILER,

FIDELITY BONDS.
AND

BANK

HOUSEHOLD

Wushlug.

BURGLARY.

ACCIDENT
When you need
I will be glad

AND

HEALTH.

"Insurance
hear iron you.

some
to

PERLEY
PARIS.

F.

No. 984.—Knigtna: Composition.

that

RIPLEY,

MAINE.

Keep

PLEASE

Protects'

In

When in waut of anything in our lines give
WK CAN SAVE TOU MONEY.

MIND!
us

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Faints,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,
Our

Paroid

Wagon Paints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

paints include Imp«rvious,

Linseed

Varnishes,

Turpentine,

Roofing—The beet of all routings.
try imitation·.

Wanted Them

Permanently.

A young gentleman of the colored persuasion had promised bis girl a pair ol
long white gloves for a gift.
Entering a large department store, he
at last found the counter where tbest

displayed, and, approaching
goods
rather hesitatingly, remarked, "Ah warn
a pair ob gloves."
were

"How long do yon want them?" inthe business-like clerk.
"Ah doesn't want fo' to rent 'em; ab
wants fo' to buy 'em," replied the other

quired

Brushes.
Filler,
Indignantly.
Milligan, and Sherwin-Williams.

Liquid

fleath Λ

Oil,

The "pure food law" is designed bj
the Government to protect the public
from injurious ingredients in both food»
and drugs. It is beneficial both to tbt
public and to the conscientious manufacturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a successful remedy for cold in the head, nasal
catarrh, hay fever, etc., containing nt.
injurious drugs, meets fully the require
mente of the new law, and that fact h
prom nently stated on every package. I'
contains none of the injurious drug»
which are required by the law to bt
mentioned on the label. Hence yon cat.
use it safely.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

To his teacher's request that he give
Don't the class ideas on the
subject of "Bravery," little Johnny delivered himself of

the following:
The kind that last».
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order.
"Some boys is brave because they alin.
veranda
screened
Have
in
stock.
jour
Regu'ar sizes of doom
ways plays with little boys, and soon
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, 4c.
boys is brave because their legs is too

Wheelbarrows-We

Telephone

have

a

few flrst class wheelbarrows.

Call and see them.

nd Electrical Supplie·—We sell "Columbia Ignition Batteries" the
rest for automobiles and telephones.

S. P. MAXIM & SON;

short to run away, but most boys
brave because somebody's lookinV

if

Little Willie—Say, pa, what is culture,

J

ga<*e

NECTAR CBEAM.

F RAPPED

fn the uature of a surprise; the secoud
was a terror.
I was but eighteen at the time and
was going home to my aunt, with
whom I lived, having Just Mulshed my
The journey was a long
education.
one, and i had somewhat broken down
I did not
my nerves from bard study

dozen
them in

about without a protector.
I reached the hotel about 9 o'clock
and went immediately to bed and to
sleep. I was awakeued In the night bj
noise In

|

the ball. .Several persons

CURRANT CUSTARD.

8re. especially in a hotel. 1 got out of
bed, went to the door and opened It
At that moment I received my first
shock.
Standing In the open door of the
stood a
room directly opposite mine
In her nightdress peering out anx-

fjlrl

that any time I would call on or after
that date, prepared to sign receipts, my
to me.
property would be turned over

1 was dolug. The coriously. Jnst
ridor was lighted, and I could see he»
was
plainly. The marvelous feature
that she was inyself. There was not
us
the slightest difference between
We were both In nightdresses, the hair
of both was worn in a braid hanging
down the back, and ber face and figure
as

ice,

or con-

PARFAIT.

Dissolve two and one-half tablespoonfuis of corn starch in cold water and add
Mix well
to it one pint of boiling water.
together one-half capful of sugar, one
teaepoonful of butter, the well beaten
yolks of two eggs, a little salt, and the
juice and grated rind of one lemon. Stir
this into the corn starch and let boil for
a minute or two.
Pour this filling into
a previously baked crust and cover with
of the stiffly beaten
a frosting made
whites of the eggs and two tablespoonfuls of sugar. Brown lightly in the

Stone and bruise one quart of ripe
one pint of sugar and one
of water and place on fire to boil. Bring
to a boil and then let simmer five minutes.
Pass through a hair sieve, add the
juice of two lemons, and sugar sufficient
Freeze and serve
to make quite sweet.
with a garnish of whole cherries.

cherries, add

a

ter, and cover with nice ripe raspberries
slightly mashed and sweetened, and
plenty of rich, sweet cream.
CU0C0LATK ICE CBEAU.

A quart of new milk with soda in it
the size of a pea, six ounces of sugar,
four eggs with whites of two left out.
Beat eggs well; add sugar. Boil milk
and one-half cupful of grated unsweetened chocolate together, pour on eggs
and sugar, return to fire and let thicken.
When cold add two
teaspoonfuls of
vanilla, and freeze.
ITALIAN

through

ICE.

sieve enough soft
peaches to make a pint of pulp, add a
cupful of sugar, two of orange juice and
two
tablespoonfuls of lemon juice.
Freeze and serve.
Press

a

PINEAPPLE CU8TAKD.

This restored my
the mountains.
health, but did not relieve me of aD

embrace.
Of that domestic trouble which sep
arated our parents, one taking my sis
subseter. the other myself, of their
our mother of "a
deathearly
quent
that
broken heart-it is not necessary
My
I should give an account here.

In

uncanuy feeling at having seen myself
or my other self at the hotel during
Two years
my homeward Journey.
passed during which I had gradually
driven the matter out of my mind when

PUDDING.

Stew the frnit gently till well done,
then beat it to a pulp. To each pint of
it add a fourth of a pound of sugar, two j
well beaten eggs, one oonce of butter
and one-fourth of a pound of bread,

crumbs.

Grand Prize

jayment Immediately.
June 21st, 1910. 279

cream taoert.

assures

the cleanest skimmer·, easiest running, most
easily washed and durable separator ever made.
are

FORD MODEL Τ PRICE
INCLUDING

I was a real person.
At my wedding my only attendant
was my sister.

dresses and wore our hair plaited on
our backs.
Nothing could have tuuuceu me ιυ
romain ut that hotel for another dny.
1 was with frhmds and surprised them
announcing that I would leave by

He Knew How It Was.
James' mother is one of those uu
fortunate Individuals who "pick up

unconsciously every error in speech
This failing Is h
that they hear

source of much amusement and com
meut In her family, as are also the
habitual and glaring mistakes ot Mrs

a very estimable acquaintance.
One duy .lames' mother Had been
out and upon her return committed u
mothet
the
grave offense against
con
tongue. Immediately little James
fronted her, with upraised forelinfier
exclaimed In accusing tones
and
"Now, mother, you have been playing

K„

It. was plain that
shock of some kind.

1 would not have
I declined to
told her for the world.
tell any oue but my physiciau, and I
wished to consult him as soon as possible. ! was sure that I suffered from
some kind of mental breakdown, and

with Mrs. F.

that be would find means

againΓ—Delineator.

Altogether

Different.
Suitor—I have come to ask you for
Father-Well,
your daughter's haud.
the fact is we are pretty crowded here

to arrest its progress.
On reaching the city I sent for him
to come to me at once and told him of
this second vision of myself. He tried
to reassure me by telling me that i had
seen some one who looked very like
me.
I refused to be comforted. I had

Suitor—Oh. I intend
it Is. and I—
to tuke her away from home if I mar
Father-Ob. well, In that
|y herl
But you did give me an awful
case—
as

my exact counterpart
I told him that only one of my own
flesh and blood could so closely resem
ble me and that I had no sister or even
cousins so far as I knew. Besides, it
this vision were a real person I would
see her In a different dress from my
The doctor explained this by
own.
saying that as I bad seen ber at night
and in the early morning 1 would nator

start, my boy.—Boston Transcript.

Loosen

$975-

OIL LAMPS

(

At wood's

Medicine

adi quickly
congested condition» and restore* the system to
order.
Nothing relieves
good, healthy, running
colds and congestion of the throat and lungs so
quickly and positively. An occasional dose of this
invaluable remedy will fortify the body from all unpleasant and dangerous attacks. Skowfwe,n_ Me

in

"/ have tried a freat numter of medtiiuetfor dyeftpsi-t, but this medicine it the only rtmtdy that hat
ever rtlttvtd me of thil dut resting complaint."
-JOEL MelNTIRE
Look for the big red letters 'L. F." on the label.
ISc. f»r a Ur·· kotti*. Writ· far Bknl napl· ta
"
PortUm». M«.
THE I- F." MEDICINE CO.

Come to the Greenhouse.

Bedding Plants in
boxes, Geraniums, Lobelias, Begonias, Heliotropes, Annual Vines,
etc., in pots.

E. P. Crockett,
10 Porter Street,

3outh Paris,

FOR SALE.

Maine. |

farm, t ne mile out from the Tillage.
< id telephone line. Scenery that feeds the mind,
oil that feeds the body. House, ell, shed and
tarn connected. Spring that never tails. Prloe
ι 11000 and no back talk.
two
Inquire of J. B. Maboh, or the owner
J. N. IRISH.
, allés below.
lQtf
1U0.
Buckfleld, Me., March #,
A 40 acre

j

:

neh»i
,,f the
.-ivea
f.4r
-cttit
tel to

lUSE.

The subscriber hereby give β
has been duly appointed admlnt-t
of tbe estate of
HENKY 8. RAYMOND .1.
In the County of Oxford, de<
All ρ
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of-.;
desired to present tbe same for
all Indebted thereto are reque*t·
ment Immediately.
SILAS Κ 1
June 21ft, 1910.

t n.

il»»
lutte*
1 are

«

■

m. u ;
,u· μι/

;LEE

Petition for D
)

-zt,

In !

-r

P. F. RIPLEY. Pari· Hill.

to

you ?

Agents.

YEARS*

Anvone lending η sketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
Invention It probably patentable Communie*,
tlonsstrlctly cotifldenUal. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. Oldest ajrenry for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn Λ Co. reoalv·
ri xcUU notice, without char je. In tb·

Scientific Jliticricam

—

AT

HAND

and the prospects for a fcood crop
If you need a
wtre never better.

Mowing
Rake

why

more

not

or

buy

Machine,
Tedder

the best,

they

cost no

than the poorer machines.

Deering

The

Line Leads the World

We carry a large stock
and you can get one in
any d-y.
We also have

on

hand
minute

South Paris,
23, 1Θ10.

Geo. R. Μ ο ETON, President
John b. Rornbon, vice r
Geo. C. Fernalp, Treasurer.
Alton C. Wheklek, Seer,t
Directors —Geo. R. Μ οι ton, ν
Geo. M. Atwoi.d, N. Dayt-u Ito
Wheeler, Lewie C. Bates, Suium
John B. Robinson, George W.
llam Ρ Porter, Wlndcld S.Star
A. Held ne r.
■

Hcbbs'

Variety

Store.

ORGANIZED JCLY jo.
LIABILITIES
Capital stock,

KILL THE COUGH

AND

CURE

THE

LUNGS

Undivided protlts,
Demand deposits
Demand eertlflirtes of
Due to other banks

Dr.

Cash

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
0& MONET REFUNDED.

South Paris, Maine.

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Cleanses tad beautifies th« hair.
PrumoUs a luxuriant gruwth.
Mover Palls to Heetore Gray
Hair to Its Youthful Color.
Can· scalp dimm * hair tilling.

<Oc.mdfl.UJH Drugkts

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out odd

ON

—

Carpets
patterns and clear

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

-

W. B.

to Rent.

Sts,,

MAINE, ι

Good

[ every

is

NichoUSt.,
χ

Ν»

SOUTH PARIS,

order

to

trial sack.

DAVID STOTT.
MM«r

Detroit, Mich.

ίί'

a

\(

J;

»

FOR SALE BY

1 F. N.

High Grade Portrait Work

L. M. TUFTS,

uses

perior goodness

Mouldings $&J:

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

e

FLOURX

Mats, Mirrors

Sepia and Oil a specialty,

t

of the

The surest way
to know its su-

Me.

Crayon, Water color,

and cake—

PEERLESSw

and Pictures,

in

pie

STOTT

Picture Frames

&

'·'

·''*

thing good—is

cook who

Delivered at any station on the
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

"

t

<-30

SOUTH

Wright,

PARIS,

MAINE·

Paroid Roofing.
THE BEST OF ALL·

i

I wish to announce to the

puM'

the ONLY AGENT
Call
ι 'aris for Paroid Roofing.
AH
a nd get prices on this brand.
t îat

!*

I

thers

p.m

are

imitations.

L. S.

i OUTH,

u

Good
Bread

constant fortune

Pulp Wood Wanted.
J.

ι;7,7Λ·

SKELTOV, Bank Colli .tr-l«Der

OR

43tf

ν

hand

on

27-29

I will either hire a first-class blacksmith or rent my shop in South Paris
which we will set up against any to such a one for the horse-shoring.
Cream Separator on the market.
Shop centrally located and doing a
The work is perfection, the mac1 ine
good business.
is low down, easily operated and an
H. P. MILLETT,
No machine on
easy one to clean.
the market will skim closer, and
South Paris, May 23, 1910.
the price is right. Terms easy.

A. W. Walker & Son,

er'·'·

deposit,

Blacksmith Wanted

Cream Harvester

,r·

v

ι

FOR Cold!18

Shop

\>,

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts
Loans on mortgage·, of real est.it·
Overdrafts
Monde,
furniture and Dxtures
Cash on deposit,

AMD ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

hand the

V1'r

Surplus,

King's
Nsw Discovery
w,th

Λ

·>

on
a

—

June

THE

CLOSE

OF THE

Paris Trust Company,

S Co.36'6"*'-*'· New York
MUNN
Branch Office. 62j Κ su Washington. D. C

IS

<

STATEMENT OF THE CONDI l><N

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Largest circulation of any sclentltlc journal. Terms. 93 a
year; four monthe, $L Bold by all newadealers.

Season

:

■

m*nne

Designs
Copyrights Ac.

Haying

t: .:

a ink, ss.
ή rentOn this 2nd day of July, A. D
ing the foregoing petition, It t<·· :»!
Ordered by the Court, that a Ιι<
A. !>·
upon the same on the 22nd day
I1'·»·
1910, before said Court at Port; .·
m
!!
the
for·
trlct, at 10 o'clock In
t>em
notice thereof be published In Th·
ocrât, a newspaper printed In sat I»: ·-.·:■ t, *b-1
that all known creditors, an ! -κ.·:
|>
Interest, may api>ear ht the said ttin·
λ ι;\· tbe
and show cause, If any thev ha
raLtrl.
not
should
of
said
prayer
petitioner
tlti·
And It Is furtner Ordered by tin· <
> I'.i'fi
Clerk shall >>end hv mall t<> II kit-rt»*·»
copies of said petition and this or
:·· !
to th< m at their places of resident
■'
>
the
Hon.
Wliness
CLilBll
of the said Court, and the teal tbe!
■'
h
in
In
on
the
said
land,
District,
A. D. 1910.
rrk
E.
HEW
JAMES
[L.·.)
A true copy of itetltlnn and ordrr
irt
Attest :-J A M ES Ε. HEW

Patents
....

ι. Id tbe

District or M

17-4.

EXPERIENCE

I RADE

of tr.«

for tee

■

H. 0. FLETCHER, South Paris.

Telephone

60

car

;.t--y.

.·.·

.··»-·■
rendered all his property and r'..·
Irtcrii
with all
and has fully
of said Acts and of the oners
bis bankruptcy.
'·»4
Wherefore he prays, that lie
m iî
by the Court to have a full dt
r Mil
debts provable against his ci-u
irt et
such de'
bankruptcy Acts, except dlscbarw
cepted by (aw from sucliJure.
Λ I'
Dated this 13th day of
JOHN W. THOMPSuv
ORDER OF NOTICE Till It COT

complied

May we have the pleasure of demonstrating this wonderful
\fore than 26,000 satisfied owners of this Ford Model.

be
Li-

·: α

JOHN

Plants ready May 28th.

Also

liions

Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale,
District Court of the United
District of Maine :
W. THOMPSON of Κ
County of Oxford, and Sta
said District, respectfully repr,
the Sth day of January, last pût
judged bankrupt under (lie Act
relating to bankruptcy; that lir

For the Best Varieties of

TOflATOESI

avto/
-:»re
i, act
.t t,»j

non

Bankrupt's

RIPLEY & FLETCHER,

ti!·

;

.rf,,
gtvee

NOTICK.

TAIL LAMPS
HORN, TOOLS
MAGNETO

GENERATOR
SPEEDOMETER

I. H. C. Blue Bell
of til at awful
cold. "L.F."

ALKRh

In the matter of
JOHN W. THOMPSON.

beritance.
It was some time before my twin
in
and myself could be torn apart

*rder that we might sign papers spread
but on the table to receive our signa
tures. The business having been tin
isbed. we left the bank with our arm.·
nbout each other's waist, tellin^r ot
out experiences after our two former
meetings She. too, had suffered, but
nothing like myself, since she felt sure

!
t, lcj
i,, T,lkt

λ
;

The subscriber hereby glv.
ex·
been
duly
appointe·!
last wll! and testament of
CHARLES ESTES late
In the County of Oxford, de.
bonds as the law directs ΛI
tng demands against Hie eel
ceased are desired to present th<
ment, and all Indebted thereto
make payment Immediately.
Α. ΜιΛ;
June 21st, 1910.

DAVIS, Agent, South Paris.

TOP
WIND SHIELD
GAS LAMPS

0(

KgeM

NOTICE.

Year in and year out they run without a hitc!i, ever making
sell them, you need one.
money, never making trouble. We

M.

M

n,,r

!

The subscrll>er her»·!)}· gin
has been duly appointed ».ii:
estate of
JULIETTE H. BROWN
In the County of Oxford, de·
Ail
bonde as the law direct·.
ileminds against the estate of *a!
deelred to present the same for
all Indebted thereto are re«iue-u
ment Immediately.
June 21s', 1910. 27-9 AGNES M

U. S. SEPARATORS

T.

thtt

t.

NOTICK.

it.

Interlocking Style

The 1910

we

1 saw the vision again.
Singularly enough. I saw It under
to
circumstances somewhat similar
those connected with its first appearIt was the second summer after
ance.
the oue during which it had first appeared to me, when 1 was at
extension
Springs. I had a room in an
of a hotel, facing another extension.
One morning on arising 1 went to a
window, and there at another window
In the other extension stood my double. We were both, as before. In night-

other told me that I was myself produclng an image of myself. He admitted that the first vision might have
been caused by a disordered system.
His advice wus for me to drive the

being

money earner»,

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seattle

ulster and myself having been brought
were Inup separately, the trustees
structed to bring us together when
our In
came of ajre and received

Butter a pudding mold well and arrange in it candied cherries and small
pieces of candied or preserved pineapple
in a neat pattern.
Put in six sponge
cakes broken in small pieces and pour
in gently a custard made of six eggs well urally see her In the dress I wore my
beaten, one pint of milk and six ounces self, both of us wearing nightgowns
of sugar. Cover with buttered paper I tried to consider this within the limit
and steam for one hour and a quarter. of coincidence, but It was Impossible
When done, turn the custard ont on a
for me to believe that two persons
hot dish, arrange finely chopped preservcould be so Identical In appearance
ed pineapple around it, and over this
heap sweetened whipped cream. Serve that they should meet twice and both
immediately. Do not add the cream times see each <»ther in a nightdress
until just before it is sent to the table.
No; I had seen this vislou first at a
time when my physician had warned
PINEAPPLE PBINCE88 PUDDING.
dowu. I had
Work until smooth one tableepoonful me that I was breaking
What had I been
of butter and three of flour.
Stir it been overstrained.
slowly into two pints of boiling milk. straining? My mind; therefore It was
Beat until light the yolks of Ave eggs, my mind that had been giving way.
add a scant cupful of sugar to them and This reappearance of the vision would
stir into the milk. Cook several minutée,
naturally denote that my mind was
stirring constantly. When thoroughly again giving way. I shuddered. I
cold add one and one-half cupfuls of
confined in a lunatic asywiw
grated pineapple and the strained juice lum. myself
a mental wreck.
of two lemons. Place in a porcelainMy frieuds to whom my malady belined
baking dish, cover with a meringue made of the whites of the eggs. came known used every urguinent t«·
Brown delicately and serve.
disabuse my mind, some of them assuring me that my vision was a real perAND
C0C0ANUT
PECAN MOUSSE.
Others
son closely resembling me.
Whip a pint of rich cream till stiff and
thai people in a disordered state
dry. Meanwhile soak two level table- averred
spoonfuls of gelatine in oold water. Stir i»f the system were liable to see all
into it three-fourths of a cupful of maple torts of tilings. A tbeosophlst declared
syrup, which has been placed over the ι hat I had seen my spiritual self at
hot water kettle to become blood warm. moments when It had been lifted out
When perfectly blended set the mixture of
m.v bodily self To this person I rein chopped ice and water and stir till it
plied that when I had seen the vision
thickens, then fold in half a teacupfnl 1 was
very well fixed hi my own body
each of grated cocoanut and
finely
twu specialists In brain
ground pecan meats and the stiff cream. 1 consulted
Turn into a mold, place the cover on se- diseases, one of whum told me α great
onrely, bind closely with a strip of greas- deal alioui the cerebrum. the cerebeled cloth, and pack in ice and salt for lurn. the dura mater aud other sub
fonr hoars. Garnish, when unmolded, sinuces of which the brain Is comwith a cupful of whipped cream, slight- posed and their reciprocal relations,
ly sweetened and flavored with almond. uothlng of which I understood. The
G008EBERBY

United States Separator.

differently
"Good!" he cried. "If that Is your
double you have been frightened at a

investigations,
breakfast and to the etatlon.
I
By the advice of my physician
at
spent July and August that summer
the seashore.
By September I was
much Improved and spent the mouth

myself

They are

out the apparition.
The doctor saw what i saw-a girl
the exact Image of myself, but dressed

in the morning find a mirror opposite
slumber.
my door and dropped Into
I was called early for the traiu, and
when 1 left my room looked for the
Alas, there was no mirror
mirror.
there, but a âuor Just ae I had seen It
in the night. 1 had no time to uiake
needing to go down to

seen

By using

α

:

la»

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM

Penrose caught me and steadied /ne.
"My double!" I moaned, shutting

myself

only hoped

NOTICE.
The subscriber kercby gives
been duly
appointe·! a : -t.*
;ho estate of
JOSEPH C. CACDWEI.L ht.
in the County of Oxford, «le»·, η
Iwndsaethe law directs. Λ 11 ;
lemands against the estate of
lestred to present the same for
ill Indebted thereto are ru«ji

U.5.

U.S.

U.S.

me
fortune 1 asked him to accompany
was
to the bauk and see that nothing
done that should not be done. On the
day appointed we went together to the
one
trust company, were received by
of the officers couneeted with It and

real person."
A gentleman present said:
"1 am told that you two young ladles
Yon are twin
need to be Introduced.
sisters and Inherit share and share
alike In the estate of Wilbur Langford.
both being his daughters and heirs."
My sister on seeing me had shown
the same evidence of shock as myself.
We looked at each other for some moone acments; then both started with
an
cord around the table and met in

I

ΑΚ5ΤΣ3) 4BTOKC3
WILLIAM TELL

getting

large tablespoonful
of buttor, on« tabiespoonful of sugar,
'wo teaspoonfuls of baking powder siftby
ed iutu tlie flour, one cupful of cold the next tralu.
They wondered, exsweet milk or water, or enough to make
postulated. pleaded, but to u<> purpose.
a soft dough.
Roll out half the dough
Oue of them, a girl of uiy own age.
about half an inch thick, spread with a
with whom 1 was very Intimate, beglittle butter, then lay upon it the other
to tell her why 1 was leaving
half rolled out in same
Bake ged me
way.
with me. for
about fifteen miuutee in a quick oven, and what was the matter
I had received a
Oue pint of fi >ur,

by

^ cVr*fc^rHf**îT?si5ia»»,-','v

had come to rely on Dr. Penrose
for matters of importance, and as we
married wltiiln a few
were to be
possession of ray
weeks after

were
shown into a room where we
asked to wait a few minutes. Presently we were ushered Into an apartment
In the center of which was a long table.
There, standing on the opposite side of
the table, was the apparition I had
Dr
I staggered.
seen twice before.

pies.

Dayton Bolster Co.

N.

I

—

CHERRY ICE.

For sale

age.

■

with cracked

the most delicious cakes and

but they would like me to name a day
and hour I would be there that they
could have present such persons as
I
might be necessary. I replied that
would call at the bauk at 2 o'clock
came of
on the afternoon of the day I

Heat to boiling point one-half pint of |
were replicas of mine.
strained currant juice, add four ounces j
Both gave a little scream of surprise,
of sugar, and when it is dissolved, add
both drew back Into our respective
and
to
very gradually, beating constantly
prevent curdling, the yolks of four eggs. rooms. I shut my door and groped my
All thought of danStir over the fire until it thickens, then way to my bed
pour into a bowl and stir until it is par- ger was put out of my bead In this retially cool, then stir in one-half pint of markable apparition of my other self.
cream.
The physician in charge of the semme
PINEAPPLE GELATINE.
inary 1 had attended had warned
Make the gelatine according to the; that If I did not give tip study i would
usual directions. When cool enough to break down.
But. desirous of being
hold up the fruit, put a layer of gelatine
with the class as well as
graduated
in a mold, then one of grated pineapple
at the head of It, 1 had disregarded his
and so continue until
nearly filled.
Now. it seemed to me, I was
Place on ice to chill, and serve with warning.
of my obstinacy.
sweetened whipped cream flavored with paying the penalty
It wae
lemon.
My mind must be giving way.
long past midnight when 1 bethought
PINEAPPLE PUNCH.
myself that on o|>eulng my door I must
Peel and grate half of a full, ripe pineI
have looked luto a large mirror.
a
the
and
of
add
large would bave
juice
pulp
apple,
got out of bed and satisthe
then
and
two
of
lemons,
juice
orange
fied myself of this, but feared to find
a cupful of cold water and a cupful of
would not
cold syrup, made by boiling a cupful of the contrary, and if I did I
So 1 comforted
more
ten
sleep.
in
two
of
water
for
nuy
get
sugar
granulated
minutes. Chill, add thin slices of lemon,
with the assurance that I wouid

glasses

had from the first wounded
whether I loved him because be
me comfort no one else could

but his Income from bis practice, and
we needed my Inheritance.
A few days before I was twenty-one
1 was notitied by the trust company

passed hurriedly and were talking rap|
! idly. I have always been afraid of

orangée
an earthen bowl and cover with boiling
water and let stand until the water is
cold. Take out the fruit and fqueeze
the juice. Turn the juice and four cup- !
fuis of sugar into the water which cover- ;
ed the fruit and bring to a boil. Cool
again. Add three quarts of ice cold,
spring water, one-half cupful of diced
pineapple and two oranges and two
lemons thoroughly washed and sliced j
into the punch. Âdd a cupful of Mara-,
schino oherries and let stand for an hour !
before serving in order to ripen. Then
add cracked ice and one-half cupful of
diced bananas and serve immediately.

Housewives know that William Tell
Flour makes the lightest, whitest
biscuits; good, wholesome bread and

some
of age. I knew I was to be paid
which
money when I was twenty-one
had been in the hands of a trust comWhether It had been left me by
pany
I did not
my father or ray mother
know. I hnd no remembrance of either
of ray parents. I had lived with ray
aunt ever since I could remember anyher
thing and had understood from
that both ray father and ray mother
I
had died when 1 was very young.
soon
had arranged to be married as
after 1 came of a^e as I could get possession of my property. My fiance was
a struggling physician, with nothing

to stay overnight at a hotel alone,
but did not feel like taking a sleeping
I was rather a timid girl uuycar.
way and hiid not been used to going

a

FRUITS.

thoroughly one-half
and eight lemons. Put

W/MMMA

give I don't know.
In
1 engaged myself to Dr. Penrose
the spring, and that autumn I came

j like

Wash

j

god

me or

that affected me more than this one.
The first was
but Id a different way

matter out of my mind. Occupation
Mix all together except the |
and amusement would assist me to do
Pa—Culture, my son, is a woman's eggs, then when cool stir the eggs in. j this
Bake
in
buttered
minntee.
a
diah
thirty
ability to smile naturally when a waiter Cover the
Young Dr. Penrose did more to re·
top with sugar and dota of
spills gravy down the front of her drees
Meure me (ium any. on· »]*. mil»
jelly.
at a dinner party.

anyway?

little

er

separate the layers and spread with but-

No. 992.—Transpositions.
Transpose aud change a planetary
body into animals: accomplished into a
stately wouiau; to throw out luto what
we live lu daily; to revise iuto season;
unusual iuto the back.

Always In Season.
What bird is lu season all the year
urouud? The weather cock.

(Incorporated)

FIRE.

quarts of

BA8PBEHBY SHORTCAKE.

No. 991.—Divided Flowers.
A mult· child aud ground wheat.
An animal and a forest.
A boy's name and a pen.
A dairy product aud a small ves-

! be did not claim to explain my trouble,
I be told me that it was of no Importance. He pronounced nié In excellent
health and assured me that a time
would come when I would look back
uncalled for
on my fears as entirely
re
It was not so much his words tbut
He
assured me as tile personality.
same
had such a cheerful and at the
evident·
time sympathetic manner. He
Since be
ly believed what he told me.
reaswas the ouly peuon who could
to his
eure me I made frequent Wilts
call
office and found every excuse to
refor him to come to my home The
Whether his
sult was a love affair.
the
reassurances affected me because

I remember well the night | receded
my first shock. I received another lat-

To serve six people with this drink,
use one pint of good rich cream, three
eggs, having whites and yolks beaten
separately, a cupful of cracked ice, aj
tiny pinch of salt, half a cupful of pul-,
verized sugar, a capful of any kind of,
preferred fruit t<yrup and a quart of ice
cold spring water. Shake thoroughly or i
beat together with an egg beater and
serve ice cold.

dear to every heart:

! My

WALLACE.

Association.

oven.

My ne.it. a very large and heavy cart:
My last, an Implement that makes a bed;
My whole, a story widely loved and read.

F itted with Cabinet Τop, with

Extinguished in a second.

By DONALD

LEMON PIE.

cool and white as a dairy. No smell, no smoke,
heat, no dust. No old-fashioned contrivances. The

Three

Copyright. 1910, by American Pres.·

PUNCH.

drain two

on

Occasions.

Cook one cupful of sugar with onethird of a cupful of water until it spine
a thread.
Pour over the beaten yolks of
three eggs and add two cupfuls of whipped cream and one tablecpoonful of
vanilla. Should a white cream be desired, use the whites of three eggs. This
white cream is not so rich as that made
with the yolks of the eggs.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

BLUE

Another Body

thoroughly ripe strawberries. Add a
cupful of fresh pineapple juice, the juice
from three lime·, and three cupfuls of
white sugar melted with three cupfuls of
hot water. Add to it a pint of cracked^
ice, two quarts of spring water, and mix
thoroughly. Serve with tiny cubes of
ripe banana and pineapple floating about
in the glasses.

VANILLA

KICK

A Girl Gridutli Sees Herself In

Take a pint of cooked currant juice
and add to it the juice of three lemon·
and one and one-half cupful· of sugar
which ha· been cooked in two cupfuls of
water until thoroughly
melted, then
oooled. Stir together with the juices of
the fruits, adding three pints of water,
some cracked ice and two or three white
ozheart oherries for each glass.

having one or two Maraschino
served cherries in each.

Send for Catalogue.

as

Timely Desserts.

curbanta.de.

and serve in

no

My Double

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladle*
1· «elicited. Address : Editor BomMiBU'
Count*, Oxford DemocnO, 8onth Part·, Mr.

j

Crossing the railroad track one day.
In this ehe somehow caught her foot.

PRI8IDRNT.

SHAW,

L.

F.

■Χ3»

to rave.

HOMEMAKEBS COLUMN.

BILLINGS,
-AIN.·

pARl8.

I;V
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